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Professor Lloyd Fulton dies
Friends and family remember beloved

teacher who died unexpectedly at age 57.
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Burning Spear to ignite club

Critically acclaimed reggae legend comes to
play at Café Tomo tonight at 9:30.
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UPD searches suspect's
vehicle in SBS lot.

UPD puts
man

in

custody
BY Leann Warren
CAMPUS EDITOR
Officer Robert Schmeltzer demonstrates

the $A200 semi-automatic

PepperBall

UPD confiscated 417.5 grams

Launchers.

PepperBalls, Tasers join UPD
“Non-lethal” weapons offer means to control unruly
sy Anoy McLauaniin

don’t have to hurt people,” said

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Officer Robert Schmeltzer, a 2 1/2-year veteran of University
Police. “It provides us with

In the past, officers would
have to use a baton or a
“gang-tackle” procedure to
subdue noncompliant or

PD officers will soon

some

combative individuals in per-

use

situations where either the

“less

lethal”

PepperBall Launchers and electronic Tasers in
place of more traditional and

potentially lethal means to control unruly crowds or to subdue

noncompliant suspects.

Length: 33 inches

UPD purchased three Taser
International M26 Electronic
Taser Kits and two Jaycor Tactical Systems SA200 semi-automatic PepperBall launchers
this summer to supplement
their standard weapons arse-

Weight: 3.5 pounds

nal.

The SA200
Type: Semi-automatic

The term “less lethal” is defined as, a device “employed for
the purpose of encouraging
compliance, overcoming resistance or preventing serious injury without posing a significant potentia! of causing
death,” according to the Taser
International
Web
site

Velocity: 300-380 feet
per second

Target range: 0-30 feet

Maximum range: 100
feet for area saturation
Firin
per

rate: 6 rounds
secon

Capacity: 180 rounds
LEC

dV eboty

Pier

(www.taser.com).
+

\ “This

equipment

is so we

intermediate

steps in

ilous situations.

The M26

suspect’s or the officer’s safety
Taser offers UFD officers an
is at risk. Anytime you have to | alternative to the use of
go hands on, you don’t want to
physical or even lethal force.
do that — somebody could get
It also allows the officer to
hurt.”
'
bring dangerous situations
In some cases UPD officers
quickly under control before
use non-lethal means — such as
force escalates to lethal levwrist holds known as “painels.
compliant measures” — to © The M26 Electronic Taser
is a hand-held, trigger-fired
quickly get the attention of

subjects or persons who are not

device that looks similar to a

responding to their verbal commands.
“In a non-lethal situation,
usually (coherent) people will
comply to the sight of the officer unsnapping their pepperspray holster,” Schmeltzer said.
“However, if the person is intoxicated, under the influence
of drugs or mentally unstable,
there is a much greater potential for aggressive behavior,
which puts both the subject’s
and the officer’s safety at risk.”

handgun.

Schmeltzer said UPD does
not plan to replace the standard sidearm worn by offic-

ers with the M26 Taser. But
because of the similarity,
UPD has placed three brightyellow stripes on the Taser’s
body. Schmeltzer said this is
so people will know that it is
not a gun when they see aii
officer pull it out.

see Guns, page 7

of marijuana from Ario Cibas,
arrested him and took his child
into protective custody Aug. 30.
Officer Kim Glory said he
arrested Cibas after several stu-

dents reported that a male with
a young child was trying to sell
drugs.
When an officer approached
Cibas near Sunset and Redwood Halls, Cibas fled without
his 2-1/2-year-old son.
The boy was later released to
Child Welfare Services.
Cibas was arrested after a
“foot pursuit, search and short
struggle,” according to a UPD
press release.
The Arcata Police Department “responded and assisted
with the arrest, evidence recov-

ery and prisoner transport.”
Most of the 8 ounces of hash
oil and the individually package marijuana was found on

Cibas.
Asmall amount was found in
his car, which was searched
later that afternoon.
Cibas was booked at the

Humboldt County Correctional
Facility for possession of con- .
centrated cannabis, possession
of marijuana for sale, sale of
marijuana, child endangerment, and resisting/delayinga
.
police officer.
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HSU loses professor
sy Anov

McLavanun

‘
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'

Lloyd G. Fulton, professorof
~ East Asian history at HSU,

Msg, PRA

-.

transcended

this

life

into

shunyata (no-thing-ness) Sept.

DTG

2, following complications of a
; stroke. He was 57.

ov

As flags flew at half-mast
over the HSU campus last
week, both memorial services
and celebrations of life were
being planned in honor of
Fulton by his family, the Society for Creative Anachronism
(SCA), and the een Center of

_ Arcata.
Mary Dalgleish, Fulton’ s devoted partner for the past six
years, said he had suffered a
heat stroke while attending an
annual SCA function in Pennsylvania several weeks ago.
“He was never quite able to
recover from that,” she said.
“He was never his normal
self.

Puoto COURTESY OF Anant Asuncion-Resp
History professor Lioyd Fulton particpates in “chaji,”
a Japanese tea ceremony ciass he taught.

”

Then on Aug. 29, Fulton suffered another stroke for which
he was hospitalized at Mad
River.
“The doctors assumed that

he was going to recover so they

placed him on bedrest with an
IV,” she said. “But unanticipated complications with: his
heart quickly resulted in his
slipping into a coma.”
Dalgleish said that over the
next three days, Fulton suffered
aseries of detrimental changes
in his condition. Family and
friends prayed for a miracle. -

But after meeting with Fulton’s

neurologist, they made a decision to disconnect the life-support equipment sustaining him.

Dalgleish said that Fulton’s
transcendence from this life
was one of esthetic beauty. His
friends from the Zen Center in
Arcata were gathered around
him chanting and his son Alex,
24, threw red rose pedals into
the air above him.
“It’s ironic for a man whose

people

descrjbed

‘him

as

worldly, while others said he
had a magnetic personality.
There is one common thread

that weaves its way though.
everyone’s opinion of Fulton:

He was a rebel rouser.
“If you asked any three or
four persons what he was and
who he was, you will get that
many versions of the truth,”
said Gloria Fulton, Fulton’s
second wife and the mother of
Alex.

“He was an esthete,”
she said
“He once transformed the
abandaned home of an abortive
chinchilla ranch into a beautiful medieval dinning hall for
the use of his students, fellow
meditators, and medieval enthusiasts.”
“Lloyd was also a teacher in

the inmost sense, one of those

brain ruled everything, that he

rare individuals who could see

would have that brain betray

through the external trappings
to the real person beneath,” she
said. “He always gave of him-

him this way,”

Dalgleish said.

“However, as a practicing Buddhist,; Lloyd was always searching for the void. Now his search
is over; he’s there now.”
Fulton’s friends and family

self to help others.”
“I once went to Lloyd’s house

and there was a medieval battle
occurring on his front lawn, a

said he was an intensely creative and complex man. Some

see Fulton, page 16
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Whereie you want your money to go?
In October, students will vote to determine whether or not a student fee increase

should be instituted for the purpose of renovating the HSU Field House.

....

Do you want
to have a say in the
outcome

of these

issues?

Student seats on University &

The future of HSU athletics...

College

This year, many of HSU's athletic programs are up for review, an importa and
time intensive process that will determine the future of sports on this campus.

Committees

are now

available! You can individually
make a difference for your
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Sustoinable energy at HSU?
Members of the AS Council and the student body at large are working on crea
that operates in a more efficient and environmentally sound manner.

liiiiiit's Hooooooomecoming!

Yi

| @ campus

Act out...

Get involved! ».

October 1st kicks off HSU's Homecoming Week, six days of festivities, activities, and fun!
The Associated Students is a group of elected and appointed students who dedicate their
time and energy to ensure that students like you are properly represented on the college,
university, and statewide levels. We work to help your voices and opinions to be heard!

For more info, call 826-5412
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pHoros
sy Kavin Bau
Curt Watkins, Arcata Fire Department engineer, and
volunteer firefighter trainee Michelle Altizer respond
to UPD’s call for assistance.
Construction workers fix the severed high pressure
gas line near West Laurel Drive, at left.

Students, gas line both get breaks
Infrastructure accident evacuates classrooms, Library, offices
sy Leann Waitren

PG&E responded an hour

CAMPUS EDITOR
It happened again.
Richard Culp, infrastructure

project manager, said there
would always be the risk of a
gas leak like the one on Aug. 30.
Culp said workers were excavating near West Laurel Drive
when a backhoe operator accidentally hit the natural-gas
line.
Houses along the street, Gist
Hall, the theater arts building,
the Library and Campus Apartments were evacuated at about
10:15 a.m.

“Due to the hour it took
PG&E to respond ... there was
need for evacuation,” Culp
said. “We are at the mercy of

PG&E.”

later and successfully shut the
leak off in 20 minutes.
Culp said UPD reopened the
buildings less than two hours
after the leak began.

Anthropology senior Caitlin
Conklin, said, “They had no
idea we were (in the theater
arts building) until a student
left the classroom.”
She said the class was _
told to evacuate.

mander responsible for making
decisions about evacuating

buildings.
’ UPD closed off the area and
the Arcata Fire Department
responded, Culp said.
“There must be some safety
procedures,” said Lance Hardie, a KHSU volunteer and
Over-60 student. “Someone was
in charge but no one seemed to
know who.”
“I went in and out of the (the-

“As soon
as we got out of the
building, the smell was really

strong,” she said.
Fagot said the large amount

of people needed to control
situations like this is a problem. He said UPD missed
people in offices.
“You get better each time,”
Fagot said.
And
unless
procedures
change, Culp said gas leaks are
“something we expect to happen.”

Culp said infrastructure is
re-evaluating the mandate that
does not allow the contractor to

shut off gas in the areas they
are working.
“Human error is a factor we
have little control over,” he
said.
Culp said over the past 18
months, there have been several gas lines hit.
_ “But we’ve excavated quite a
lot of trenches.”

The possible solution of shutting down systems would mean
no heat and no hot water in the
affected buildings — “a small
price to pay,” he said.

|

ater arts) building — no one
stopped me,” he said. “I didn’t
see any evidence that there

were any safety measures in

maintain the existing gas sys-

place.”
UPD Sgt. Ray Fagot said the

tem.

Another student noticed the
lack of evacuation procedures.

He said UPD is always the
first call and the incident com-

does not

Plant Operations

buildings should have been
locked.
“There was an error in not
locking the buildings,” he said.

Ellen Givens’s holds her English 100 class in the Art

Quad fountain after being evacuated.
~—dane

©
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HSU volunteers again
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Four hundred students, faculty and community volunteers
will participate in the Fifth
Annual HSU Day/Day of Caring on Saturday, from 8 a.m. to

nual activity.
Various events will allow the
volunteers to contribute to

12 p.m.

their community.

HSU,
United
Way
of
Humboldt, Volunteer Center of
the
Redwoods
and
the
Northcoast Environmental

. Some of these activities include removing nonnative
plant species from the Arcata
Marsh, the Manila Dunes or the
Community Forest.
Some volunteers will be assisting the Boys and Girls Club

Center are working together to
ae

ing,” the program will thrive
and bring community respect
for years to come, she said.
More than 20 nonprofit organizations are asking for volunteers to participate in this an-

create a positive impact on the
community through volunteer
activities that will bring people

together and improve the community.
“HSU Day/Day of Caring of-

fers people the opportunity to

with installing carpet.
Others can aid in the care of
native plants at the Potowat
Health Village.
A good portion of volunteers

give back to their community

will be asked to help create

aid meet other people committed to service and community,”

adoption photo albums or to
assist in painting for the Camp
Fire, or the Arcata House Inc.
These are only a few of the
many community projects

said Heather Equinoss, the Service Learning community liai-

PHOTO

Many volunteer opportunites are arranged for HSU

COURTESY

OF Marcia

STERLING

Day, like last year’s events,

However, all volunteers are

something.
“Sometimes it sparks an interest for volunteering,” he
said. “Not to mention, the
beach is cleaner.”

asked to check in at 8 a.m., Saturday, in the Art Quad. Breakfast will be provided.
At noon, the Eureka Kiwanis

son. “This program could not
exist without community sup-

planned for the Day of Caring.

Buses will leave periodically

has organized a “Thank You

port.”
If the people of Humboldt
County continue to express an
interest for this “Day of Car-

Adam Yates, child development senior, said HSU Day/Day
of Caring gives students an opportunity to get out there to do

from HSU to the volunteers’
desired activity.
Others may drive themselves.

BBQ” at Sequoia Park, in Eureka.
“
Transportation will be provided.

What began as a day to promote environmental awareness

on the beaches developed into
an entire day promoting envi-

ronmental and community respect.
The Northcoast Environmental Center’s “Save the

see Caring, page 13

~

Silent Health Center
drink once a week

OR LESS!

Based on survey data

—

fram the Campus Survey
of Alcohol and Other

Orug Norms

* HSU 4999.

ation. contact Bryce Kyburz, Health Educatar, {
t 826-5122 ar a-mail bak7001 @humbaldtiedu,
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Guns: M26 Taser overrides brain's electronic sigr als
tronic muscle-disruption Taser
that fires two electrodes with

surface from a distance of up to
100 feet.
The projectiles used with-the
PepperBall SA200 are available

fishhook type barbed tips at-

in several other types depend-

ever, the effects can be immediately relieved by flushing the

tricity when the trigger is
pulled for up to five seconds.

in crowds for later identification.

were effectively used to quell a
large disturbance that broke

This sudden burst of voltage
completely
overrides. the

Others are hard plastic and
are used to break glass or windows in emergencies.

out following a concert on the
San Jose State University cam-

brain’s electronic signals. It
causes the muscle tissue to contract uncontrollably, stunning

the person and allowing officers the opportunity to safely
take the individual into cus-

tody.
PepperBall launchers have
much different applications
than Tasers. With laser-sighted
assistance, the PepperBall sys-

tem can be used to isolate and
subdue specific individuals in
angry crowds.
It can also be used to disperse
uncontrollable crowds by distributing oleoresin capsicum, a
naturally occurring composite
of oil and resin extracted from
various plants, over an entire

group.
This is accomplished

by

launching a volley of projectiles against a wall or street

Training

devices are also

available. These projectiles are
filled with either water or be-

pus last year.
“With
the

.

Digital
Photo

Srom your digital
memory cards

PepperBall

nign white powder — which al- . viduals who were fighting in
low officers safe, simulated
the crowd,” said Shannon
training exposure
to the
Muloney, San Jose University
weapon system.
Police lieutenant. “They were
The PepperBall pean
the ones responsible for startshoots a projectile the size of a
ing the riot.”
common marble at a velocity of
PepperBall Launchers can
350 feet per second.
also be used to protect victims
When the balls filled with the
in hostage situations. Suspects
powder breaks against a surcan be targeted without causface — such as a person’s chest
ing permanent injury to hos— the powder is instantly distages who may be caught in the
persed over an area of approxicrossfire.
mately 3 to 5 cubic feet, dependTraining for UPD officers to
ing on wind and weather conuse the new “less lethal”
ditions.
weapon systems is currently
The Pepperspray powder inunder way.
stantly irritates any exposed
UPD plans to have the new
moist areas of the body — such
weapons in patrol cars by midas the eyes, nose and mouth.
September.

Store Your Stuff With Us.
Too much stuff in your apartment?..:
Store it affordably at Rainbow Self Storage.

Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
Fire alarm system throughout.
Dry, well-lighted spaces.
Packing materials & boxes available.
Units come in several sizes.

Service

Photos made directly
$22

Launcher, we were able to isolate and subdue several indi-

HSU Students:

e
e
e
©
e
e

+
eS

Weapons like the PepperBall
launchers purchased by UPD

od

are used for marking suspects

ts

affected areas with cool water.

Rp

ing on the intended application.
Some are filled with dye, which

eteey

SIE DIOJ}

PE

to 21-foot electrode

wires. The hand-held base delivers about 50,000 volts of elec-

ent

_¢ OTEK

ni

sicum are intense and usually
last for 10 to 15 minutes. How-

2.

tached

The effects of the oleorvsin cap-

oN

*CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
The M26 Taser is an elec-
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Tickets on sale for $15 per person-call Humboldt
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_ Mediation Services at 445-2505 for ticket information.

FISHING
HUNTING
CAMPING
DIVING
The Pro Sport Center
is the northcoast's largest
and most complete
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Self Storage
180 F Street, Arcata

Call

822-2200
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Faculty working conditions are
Student learning conditions

The California Faculty Association urges all supporters of the faculty and

students of the CSU to save a special day in October when we will “Teach CSU.”
In October, on the campuses and dates listed below, CFA will hold teach-in days of action
and education at campuses statewide. Community and labor supporters as well as elected
officials are invited to join faculty, studerits and campus staff to share information about the
crises facing the CSU and about the faculty's fight to preserve the university as a precious
resource for everyone.
Attendance at this historic teach-in will demonstrate to the CSU’s Chancellor and Board of

Trustees how deeply we all feel about what is happening to our university and the impact
of the current trends on students.

OCTOBER 16:

= csu Fullerton

CSU Hayward
CSUChico
CSU Dominguez Hills Cal State L.A.
CSU Fresno

Cal Poly,Pomona

CSU Sacramento
CSU San Bernardino
San Francisco State
San Jose State

OCT. 17: CSU Bakersfield - California Maritime Academy

Humboldt State - CSU Long Beach - CSU Stanislaus
OCT. 18: CSU Monterey Bay - Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
TBA: Sonoma State
OCT. 24: San Diego State
OCT. 25: CSU San Marcos

310-641-4430

w.calfac.org
eM
@

ees

Standing Up for the CSU

The Lumberjack

Se A

This is the only information
currently available on this

1:20 p.m. Someone reported a

ing marijuana at Arcata Transit Center. APD cited one subject for possession of marijuana.

an office in Student Business

Services.

;

7:30 a.m. Someone else forgot
their keys on the first day of
school. Access was provided to
a room in the music building.
10:34 a.m. Officers responded
to the report of a man havinga
seizure near Room 119 in the

12:46 p.m. Officers responded
to the report of a suspicious

person — “who didn’t appear to
belong in the area” — talking
to himself in Redwood Bowl.
Officers contacted the subject,

but no criminal activity was observed.

Art Building. The victim was
transported to Mad River Community Hospital via ambulance.

4:38 p.m. Two people were reportedly selling ganja brownies
near Sunset Court.

2:56 p.m. A fire alarm was

4:55 p.m. A backpack was re-

activated in Founders Hall. Of-

ported missing since approxi-

ficers responded but reset the

mately 4:30 p.m. The backpack

alarm after seeing no sign of
smoke.

was located in Forbes Complex
at 9 p.m. with money missing.

road with a dog and stopping

Resources. The matter is being

traffic, officers responded and
arrested a woman for outstanding warrants and for allegedly
being drunk in public. She was
to Humboldt
transported
County Correctional Facility outstanding infractions warrants served.

handled by Student Affairs.

10:12 a.m. Thirty CDs were
reported stolen from the KHSU
studio. The stolen property was
later found on at the Indianola
Cutoff and Highway 101.
Noon An uncooperative victim refused treatment after
having a seizure between:
Nelson Hall and University
Center.

7:03 p.m. Four hubcaps were
stolen from a maroon Toyota
Corolla parked in the Mai Kai
Lot.
9:19 p.m. The fire alarm in
Pepperwood Hall was activated. But no smoke or flames

were visible. The cause was de-

Wednesday, Aug. 29
Noon Officers chained an illegally parked bicycle at the

southside of Forbes Complex.
The owner contacted UPD an
hour later, and the bicycle was
unchained after he was advised.

12:13 a.m.

A man

was

ar-

rested in the Creekside Lounge
for trespassing and a probation

violation and transported to
Humboldt County Correctional
Facility.
7:29 a.m. Officers assisted the
Arcata Volunteer Fire Department with a subject who had
fallen out of her wheelchair.
The subject was transported
to Mad River Community Hospital.

ae

This Week:

This Semestev:

water the smoldering ashtray.
It was extinguished fully.

5:13 p.m. A man was arrested
for public intoxication when he

night. Officers responded and
the subjects left without incident.

10:17 p.m. Officers contacted

Saturday, Sept. 1
12:14 a.m. A stranger wanted
to stay with a Cypress resident,

Thursday, Aug. 30

who called UPD for assistance

1:55 a.m. A parking permit

in refusing the wannabe
houseguest. Responding officers escorted the subject off

and sunglasses were reported
stolen from a vehicle in the
Jolly Giant Lot between Aug. 26

10:09 a.m. Infrastructure reported a high-pressure gas-line
break on Laurel Drive. Arcata
Volunteer Fire Department and
PG&E were notified and re-

sponded.

Several buildings

were evacuated. See story on
page 5 for more information.

12:57 p.m. A male subject was
reported offering drugs for sale
near Redwood and Sunset
Halls. After a pursuit, the subject was arrested on several

campus.

ported illegally parked, blocking another car from exiting, in
the Creekview Lot. Officers
contacted and advised the
owner, who moved the car.

for treatment and observation.

Oerhdgeasiispetliacays

and an ambulance responded.
Mad River Emergency

Room

agency

long Tally srs:

was found passed out on the
west side of the pedestrian underpass on L.K. Wood Boulevard. He was booked and

lodged at Humboldt County
Correctional Facility and additionally charged with a proba-

tion violation.
Tuesday, Sept. 4
5:40 p.m. A caller from the
Jolly Giant Commons observed

see UPD, page 15

suspect or any odd objects.

SALTY’S
“supF N( TACKLE’
ax
(AX

5:54 p.m. A teal sedan was re-

five years ago. The info
will be forwarded
to the

5:33 p.m. After
several reports of
a subject acting

Monday, Sept. 3

more information.

The subject was transported to

and possibly, some-

.12:45 a.m. A subject reported
odd objects being thrown at
him. An officer checked the
area but was unable to locate a

charges and transported to the
Humboldt County Correctional
Facility. See story on page 3 for

occurred
in
McKinleyville three to

appropriate

‘caused activation.

intoxicated in Redwood Bowl.
The juvenile was cited for being drunk in public and released to a parent.

dent was reported ill from
drinking too much. Officers

had

determined to be intentional

damage to a fire alarm, which

callers who had been drinking.
8:38 p.m. Fifteen subjects refused to leave the East Gym so
it could be secured for the

that possible harassment

thing could come of it.

habe
Late eed,

cided the best solution was to

in Juniper Hall was eventually

APD in counseling 911 prank

11:14 p.m. A Sunset Hall resi11 a.m. Someone reported

|
|

was reported at Founders Hall.
An officer responded and de-

Friday Aug. 31
9:40 a.m. A whiteboard delivered to the department office in
Founders Hall was last seen on
Tuesday. The owner, a professor, was unable to locate the
board but thought it was possibly misplaced or moved by another department member.

Live the Dream"
TRINIDAD’S FINEST FISHING
& SURFING ROUSE
Local Froducts + Clothing » Specialty tems

a

ee

a
1 ae |
| $50OFF ::
|
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OPEN
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ie
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¢

f°

a3

eD
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normally large amount of water spewing from a sprinkler
near Redwood Hall was discredited by a responding officer.

a subject who appeared to be

termined to be a smoke head on

the third floor.

3:20 a.m. A report of an ab-

3:11 a.m. An alarm activated
2:33 p.m. A noncriminal fire

ee

«9

8:20 a.m. A booted-vehicle
owner reported that the car
was broken into and items were
stolen.

7:30 p.m. Officers assisted

i

‘Sunday, Sept. 2

and Aug. 29.

Tuesday, Aug. 28

omit

-%

12:12 p.m. Officers assisted

APD with five subjects smok-

aa ni

pee

breaking story.

disruptive student in Natural

Monday, Aug. 27
6:46 a.m. Officers provided
access to someone locked out of

ag
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JOIN SPXCETING TRAVEL

totaled more than $46,000.

Sterns faces

Three other separate felony
counts relate to Sterns’ “nu-

criminal charges
Becote

by Peter Gansnlye! Méier

fianes

+ Vis che Hl Causey of Chang al «iflahonm Notional Pak

* Trek By Elephant Through Jungle | */Explore Tham Lod & The Fish Caves
Temples & Ancient Ruins + Visit The Mon Tribe & Pa Dong
* Glittering

-inchudes tribal folk dances with traditional

° Visit the Province of Kanchanaburi

musicians & spectacular costumes!

(Stretches to Burma)

APRIL iA. - 95, 2002

INCLUDES:

to seven years in prison if convicted. Sterns is living in San
Diego, but will appear to answer to charges Sept. 20.

Airfare Prom S.f.

In the press release, District

PPDO

Re

A

j

i

Daily Breakfast, Bight Lunches, Two Dinners
Services Of An Experienced General Tours Expedition Leader
And Much More!

Call For Detailed Itinerary.
University Center
M/Tu/Th/F 8:30a-4:30p W10a-4:30p

Closed each day 12:30p-1:30p
707.822.7676 * world@dalianes.com

Cruises & Customized Travel
To Offer”
Has ld
“The Best the Wor

CST2007118-10

Specialized Group Tours

ve.

Discounted International Airfares

customized tours ¢ cruises ¢ lodging * group travel

PLXORN

A

tol

The former director of university advancement is facing
felony criminal charges for his
alleged misappropriation of
HSU funds.
According to a press release
from the district attorney’s of-

fice, John Sterns could face up

2D only $2099

Attorney Terry Farmer said:
“Thefts of public money by

public officials is a matter I
take very seriously. Public service is a trust. When trust is
broken, those responsible must
be held accountable.”

merous acts of false reporting
of audits and false entries of
data.”
Sterns also allegedly forged
the names of his supervisors President Alistair McCrone
and Don Christensen, vice
president of development and
administrative services. Sterns

faces four forgery charges.
The DA’s office decided to

planned for fall
The Education Department

—

HEREC

ES

_—_
Od

See

a
e

ee

of charge. For more information, call Lynn Johnson at 8265867.

Duzer Theatre.

Two counts allege theft by

meetings for elementary-edu-

false pretenses - stemming from
Sterns’ false claims for travel,
meals and gifts to donors.
According to the press release, this misappropriation

cation and secondary-education applicants throughout the

. The lecture, “Chemical Ecology: An Introduction,” is free
and open to the public.

semester.
All meetings for the EED application process are held from

~ compitep
sv Leann Wrerran

Enquiry Classes
Daily Mass at 7 a.m.
Retreats

a

Friday Night Dinners
sYolar-) Pee hana tee
Study Area’
Fellowship

|

ee

as
ewe

the informative meetings free

holds application orientation

5:30 p.m. held at Lutherari Church ¢ 151 E. 16" St. (off Union)
¥.

Room 225, from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Students may attend any of

William Wood, professor of
chemistry and Scholar of the
Year for 2000-2001, will speak
Thursday at 5 p.m. in the Van

(for further info) :

e hs

Oct. 25 in Harry Griffith Hall,

EED, SED meetings

www.hamboldt. edu/~newman

ane

Meetings for the SED application process are held Sept. 19
and Dec. 5 in Gist Hall, Room
124, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. and on

HSU names
‘Scholar of Year’

Lt Susy

eek ae

10 and Nov. 7.

after the UPD investigation was
submitted to them.

ES TE

700 Union St., Arcata * 822- Oy

5 to 6 p.m. in Harry Griffith
Hall, Room 225, on Sept. 18, Oct.

press charges in late August,

A Catholic SSUre laa Orgahization: .

BYU
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Chancellor closes campus, students react to attacks
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BY

E M KNIGHT

York were attacked kamikaze-

Dennis Armstrong, CSU public affairs officer, confirmed
that CSU Chancellor Charles
Reed, in conjunction with the
CSU presidents, closed campuses CSU-wide.
Neither the chancellor nor
HSU
President
Alistair
McCrone released statements
regarding the reinstatement of
classes.
State workers and nonessential personnel were evacuated,

style with hijacked planes.
Three planes — two of which

but Counseling and Psychological Services, the Library, the

did major damage to tlic World
Center — were con-

recreation center in the Jolly
Giant Commons, the residence

Kevin Bau.

firmed hijacked. Another flight
that crashed near Pittsburgh is

vices, The Depot, UPD and the

Students pray on campus
after classes were canceled Tuesday.
Others took the opportunity to give bleod at the
Bloodmobile.

also suspected to have been hijacked.

open.

EbITOR IN CHIEF
Classes wer: canceled statewide, students reacted, and

people overfiowed the Van
Duzer Theatre at noon in the
wake of Tuesday’s terrorist act.
Campus remained open.
‘Tuesday morning, the Pentagon and two towers o/ the

World Trade Center in New

Trade

PHOTO BY

Several groups claimed re-

sponsibility for the acts, but
there was no confirmation as
of Tuesday afternoon. President George W. Bush pledged to

“hunt down” those responsible.

halls, Disabled Student

Ser-

Children’s Center all remained
Students crowded around the
Bloodmobile outside the Student Health Center to donate.
Others drew in chalk on the

U.C. Quad.
Undeclared freshman Mar-

tina Brimmer wrote a Buddhist

prayer: “May all be filled with
love and kindness. May all be
well. May all be peaceful and at

ease. May all be happy.”
“I’m writing this to make
myself feel happy,” Brimmer
said, “and maybe it will make
other people happy too.”

Catherine Carbrey, a journal‘ism freshman, said she was disgusted with the attack.
“I can’t believe I live in a

world where this can happen,”
she said. “I’m actually really
glad I’m (in Arcata) because I
feel like where I’m from
(Danville), I’d be the only one
crying. I just can’t believe that

this is how we handle things —
by killing people — and I’m
afraid that we're going to go to

war. I’m afraid we're going to
retaliate.”
At the Van Duzer Theatre, a

see Attack, page 15

Play 10n1
with Dr.J

The Next Stage®

You could win a chance to play a 1 on 1 game with
Pro Basketball Hall of Famer, Julius Erving-Dr.J.
Plus get a Free Basketball & Hoop.’ Just sign up for
easy banking with the Student Combo™ Package
at the Wells Fargo location nearest your school.

Julius Erving, University of Massachusetts, 1971

Student Combo™ Package
Student Checking
Free Wells Fargo Student Visa’ Card”
Wells Fargo” ATM & Check Cardt

Online Account Access

And much more
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Arrest on campus lends focus to coverage of more ‘news’
.

It was creepy watching the
police go through everything in

this man’s car.
A man who confidently
parked directly in front of Student Business Services was in
custody at Humboldt County
Correctional Facility hours
later.

parent somewhere but this was
the Dad who hung in there and

‘now was slowly losing his grip.
“This is the real excitement
of police work,” one of the officers said, as we gazed expectantly as another went through

CAMPUS

UPD arrested Ario Cibas for
possession

Yes, there always is another

of concentrated

cannabis, possession of marijuana for sale, sale of marijuana, child endangerment and

the car painstakingly.
Scary, like the little kids who
loved to get each other in
trouble and couldn’t wait to
find something on you. But
when you’re breaking the law,
police have that authority over

SE

it out.

retrospect.

stuffed animal and the car seat,
person.
the belongings of the beat-up
A small portion of that
officer.
station wagon could have been
amount was found in
When UPD apany student’s — old beat-up
the car, searched
proached him, he
student binders, textbooks with
later that afternoon.
abandoned his 2-1/
“I love Jesus” written on the
We missed the ini2-year-old son and
bindings,
and a skateboard.
tial
arrest
near
the
took off running.
I was puzzled by the woman’s
dorms — right next |
Officers passed
clothing
the officer found in the
door to the newsthe child on to
suitcases. According to the ofroom at one o’clock
Child Welfare Serficer,
the man said he was a
that afternoon. Convices after feeding
single parent. Must have been
struction has relohim and calming
By Leann Whitten
a recent thing. So recent or so
cated our bi-weekly
him down in The
abrupt that “Mom” left clothes
meeting of The LumDepot.
— cute, glossy Capri pants
berjack to unfamiliar territory:
The officers detained him
among other items.
the
science
buildings.
and found nearly a pound (417.5
“There’s a mom somewhere
With
the
exception
of
grams) of marijuana and 8
though,”
the officer scoffed in
children’s clothing, an old ET
ounces of liquid hash on his

resisting, and delaying a police

Last Thursday we got a tip
about a car search, and I
headed down the hill to check

you. You are at their mercy |
whether you like the law or not.

Scary, that at some point
ee

mass amounts of marijuana
took priority over binders in
the backpack.

Impossible to know what he
was thinking when he took off
without his child.

COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

HIV/AIDS MUTUAL SUPPORT GROUP
This group provides an opportunity

for men and women to share emotional

But what about when you get
Feel privileged you are where
you are right now — reading
the’Jack, sitting in The Depot,
enjoying an overpriced bagel
(only $1.15 if you get cream
cheese on only half), relaxing
on the grass on a rare sunny
morning— where your biggest
worry is the 6-page paper due

ANGER MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
Learn more
about this challenging emotion to develop positive
outlets, better communication skills, personal
boundaries and alternative behaviors.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR WORKSHOP

Are you having
safe sex.. all the time? Is it easy to talk about safe
sex with your partner (casual or committed)? You're
invited to join a group of your peers to discuss...
Identify & accurately label sources

in search of takers with your

of stress. Practice effective techniques to control stress.
PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP

son in tow to make a living.
Ario Simbas was probably a
lot like us at one point in his
life. Beware of detours with
dead ends.
The officer conducting the
physical
search carefully folded
the clothes back up after he
searched each item separately.
The other two officers on the

= We will share experiences and

learn more effective and enjoyable ways to relate to and
motivate our children without lecturing, nagging,
threatening, getting angry, giving up or giving in.

support, medical information, and
their everyday life experiences while
living with HIV or AIDS.

ORIEF SUPPORT GROUP = The death of a loved one
can impact our lives a great deal. This group can

SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT Groups
will support recovery and healing.

FOOD FOR THOUGNT: CREATING A POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIP
WITH FOO & BOBY Explore your
relationship with food, your feelings about your body
and examine the impact that society has to create a
new more empowered approach to eating and self.

help you by discussing feelings of loss.

OTHER GROUPS INCLUDE:
NONVIOLENT COMMUNICATION
WOMEN'S SUPPORT
ASSERTIVENESS
ANXIETY

POSITIVE LIVING It can be difficult to manage the
stress of being a student while living with chronic
illness or pain. Discuss the challenges and frustrations of living ina body that may seem unreliable.

To sign up for any of these groups come to Counseling and Psychological
Services, Student Health Center Building, 2nd floor, Room 205. |
For more information see our web

pac

www. humboldt.edu/~hsuca

s/

’

ee

STRESS MANAGEMENT

tomorrow, or finding a job
somewhere besides Carl’s Jr.
Hope you never get to the
point where you feel like you
have to carry a pound of weed

scene poked fun at him.

“I’m just putting it back the
way I found it,” he defended
himself — a conscientious
tattletale of sorts.
Life happens everyday, despite the monotony of it all.
HSU is quiet, but not that quiet.
I’m going to try to cover more
“news” on our campus. I want
to have stories about injustices,
inspirations, investigations
and intrigue.

If you have a tip or story idea,

omen

as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
and to those who are in the process of
thinking about (or questioning) their
sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.

WOT CHARLIE’S ANGELS = An empowerment
and emotional support group for women who
challenge traditional gender roles.

caught?

ye

This group is for students who identify

you to worry about. It’s fun to
take risks and get away with it.

gee

10%

Learn how to
enhance your relationship skills in this group.

Na

About 50% of all
DEAD THESIS SOCIETY
students who enroll in thesis-based graduate
programs never finish! The Dead Thesis Society is
a student based on-line support group for graduate
students who have stalled on their thesis.

2001

ithe!

SLUES BUSTERS = This workshop will
help students understand and deal
with symptoms of depression.

Fall

ae pera

INSIOHT A Group for students
with questions or concerns about
use of alcohol or other drugs.

Groups

_

Humboldt State University Student Affairs

Unbelievably selfish to bring
a child up like that. It’s easy to
take chances when there is just

I want to hear it. Some of those
rumors are true. Give me a call
(826-3271), and I'll do my best to
find out.
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Caring: Volunteers canstillsignup §
. Beach Day,” collaborated with
United Way and the Volunteer

Center of the Redwoods’ “Day

|
1

|

Carolyn Walden, a United
Way representative, said these
activities give the faculty, staff
and students of HSU an oppor-

of Caring” event and HSU’s

tunity to work side by side with

_ community activities to form

business volunteers and fami-

“HSU Day/Day of Caring.”
This will be United Way’s
eighth annual Day of Caring.
Eight years ago, United Way
decided to organize this day of
volunteering as a kickoff for its
regular campaign.
Its purpose is to bring business people together along with
the nonprofit organizations in
order to have hands-on activi-

ties to help the community.

lies.
“This

is. about

bringing

people together and to learn
about volunteering,” she said.
Volunteers can sign up at the
Service Learning/HSU

Day

table on the University Quad
every weekday from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m.
Or they can contact the Service Learning Center at 8264964.
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EXTRA 10% OFF
any original, sale or clearance-priced purchase

i
a

Credit New Account discount, 10% Big Rewards savings certificate or other coupons.

i

Coupon
void if copied. Not redeemable
for cash. Coupon
valid August 1 - October
31, 2001.
Transaction procedure:

t

Sean merchandise. Press discount key. Override discount to 10%.

q

Scan coupon. Total and complete transaction as usual.
Limit one coupon per transaction.

i
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Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Valid at any Mervyn's store.
This coupon cannot be used to purchase gift certificates or gift cards, or be applied
as payment on a Mervyn's account. Coupon can be combined with 15% Instant
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Save an extra 10% on anything in our store.
Even sale and clearance items.
Now that’s a cut even your teachers would approve of.
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Levi’s © Dockers « Lee » Unionbay ¢ Mudd « I.e.l. © Sideout ¢ High Sierra
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mervyns
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Canipus °15
UPD: Whiteboard goes missing
© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

a male drop his wallet and then
saw two female subjects pick it
up and remove items from it. A
case was initiated.
Wednesday, Sept. 5
3:50 p.m. A backpack was re-

ground in terrorism, said, “The
best way to arm ourselves is
with knowledge and compassion.”
Herbrechtsmeier echoed her
sentiments with the statement,
“Contextualize, don’t demonize.”

Students were then allowed

cae

afin

ei

to express views — which included the tragedy, unity,
knowledge, and dealing with

anger and anti-terrorist senti-—
ments.
Some

spoke

against

the

mainstream media’s assessment of the incident as an act
of war and about “the blame
game going too far.”
;
Others were worried about
the possibility of future inci-

dents and the fear of domestic

PHOTO BY Sune Braxton
Wesley Wright draws art on the Quad in response to
the terrorist attack.
Counseling and Psychologistanding is the way to deal with
cal Services was on hand at the
it,” he said.
Goodwin Forum and in the recCritical incident stress rereation center at the Jolly Gisponse, which can be caused by
ant Commons — where televiexposure to tragedies and disions tuned to national news
sasters, often expresses itself
updates were on — to help stuin.the form of several sympdents deal with thejr feelings.
toms, according to a flyer from
Ken Dutro, director of CounCounseling and Psychological
seling and Psychological SerServices.
vices, said students were flowSome of the delayed symping in and out of both locations.
toms include: depression/cry“People have been coming to
ing spells, guilt, denial, nightwatch and find out what’s going
mares, substance abuse, emoon,” he said.
tional numbness, anger, obses-

Dutro said students inter-

repercussions against people

ested in confidential counse)-

of Middle Eastern descent.
One student even equated a
future U.S. retaliation to the
nuclear detonations in Japan

ing in groups or on an indi-

in response to the events at
Pearl Harbor.
Teach-ins are planned for
this week, as well as a memo-

rial service Friday at noon —
provided school is open.

plex sometime earlier in the

determined the subject had
three outstanding warrants
and arrested him. He was also

day.

charged with possessing less

ported stolen from Forbes Com-

sor of history who has a back-

vidual basis will be accommodated.
There are on-call counselors
on the second floor of the Student Health Center, and Dutro
said students should talk about
their feelings with others for

the greatest personal benefit.
“Getting it out and under-

sive interest in the incident,
loss of appetite and any extreme behavior change.
Anyone interested in the full
list of symptoms or available
services should contact Coun-

seling and Psychological Services at the Student Healih Center or call 826-3236.

~ Curis Coox CONTRIBUTED
TO THIS REPORT.

Friday, Sept. 7
3:55 a.m. Officers responded
to the report of a man sleeping
in the Sunset lounge. Officers

6:40 p.m. A bong and pipe
were confiscated from Redwood
and Sunset Halls by housing

than one ounce of marijuana.
He was transported to the

Humboldt County Correctional
Facility.

personnel. The items were retrieved and transported to UPD.

8:21 a.m. Arcata Volunteer

Fire Department extinguished
Thursday, Sept. 6
4:31 a.m. UPD assisted APD
with the report of suspicious

. a fire, of unknown origin,
above the Upper Playing Field,
south of the water tank.

person. The male subject was
contacted in the area of G and

8th streets. The officer determined he was just jogging.
3:31
*ported
Wood
Stairs

p.m. Graffiti was reon the walls of the L.K.
underpass and on the
leading to the ceramics

9:34 a.m. The third floor
wings of Sunset Hall were reported to have graffiti of a hate
nature written in permanent
marker.

1:22 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from Redwood

building.

Hall.

5:09 p.m. An Alder Hall resident, faint and fatigued, was
transported to Mad River Community Hospital.

Saturday, Sept. 8
1:14 a.m. A Tan Oak resident
reported yelling east of the

7:35 p.m. A possible drug
overdose victim in Cypress
Hall was transported to Mad
River Community Hospital.

residence halls. The yelling
subject was transported to Mad
River Community Hospital for
alcohol intoxication and head
injuries.

~ COMPILED BY
8:30 p.m. A bicycle was re-

Leann Wrtvrran
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OPEN EVERY DAY
Call for Same Day Acces
OPEN ‘TILL 2 AM

°HSU & CR Student Discounts ¢ Fre e Internet Classes

*Web Design & Hosting
¢Friendly Technical Support
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825-9592.

¢

E-Commerce Solutions

¢ Business & Personal Accounts
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1165 G Street
Arcata, CA 95521
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Several instructors spoke.
Gayle Olson-Raymer, profes-

the

pte
i
ll

studies, mediated the event.

ported
stolen
from
northside of the Library.

Sin

forum was held with an open
mike to discuss student perspectives on the tragedy.
Bill Herbrechtsmeier, an assistant professor of religious

Mes)

Tragedy:
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1034 G Street » Arcata
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speak of his passion for the

© CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 4

fessor, said Fulton will be remembered fondly for his annual “Fezziwig” Christmas parties, which were modeled after
Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol.”
of tea. —
Paselk said that Fulton’s pas- > “He invited the whole camsion for the Japanese tea cer-. "pus and many people from the

dance through the course of

who knew him as a Zen Buddhist at the Arcata Zen Center,

ritual of the Japanese tea ceremony — a Zen practice that
contains the chaos of the universe in the contents of a bow!

group of meditators in his liv-

ing room, a tea ceremony going

on in the tea house,” said Richard Paselk, physics professor at

HSU. “And there was Lloyd, digging in his garden. He often re-

the

emony prompted him to build

community,” he said. “Every-

one was asked to bring some-

Paselk, Fulton’s long-time

the largest authentic Japanese
teahouse in the United States

friend and colleague, said
Fulton will be remembered as

on his property in Arcata.
“It’s a 40-mat facility, while

a tireless facilitator of the pro-

others of its kind in this coun-

cesses. He said Fulton would

try may have only six mats,” he

ferred

to

himself

as

said.

bring out the best in people,
even when some of his peers
did not appreciate his views.
“He possessed a famous and
studied eccentricity,” he said.
“He was a professional rebel,
and he did things that were off
the wall — like telling everyone

.

Paselk said that on many oc-

casions Fulton brought highly
trained Japanese teachers to

he was a communist.”
Many of Fulton’s friends

matters. His focus was on entertaining his guests.

3

Fulton was many things to

many people. He will be missed

by his students, those people
his fellow readers in the book

greatfun.”
.
One year, Fulton brought a
note from Gloria’s doctor an-

knew him as a participating

studied under while in Japan —

Christmas parties often joked
about their concern for the
structural integrity of his
house and deck because there

.

club that he attended regularly
for decades, and by those who
advisor to the local chapter of
the SCA.
A celebration of Lloyd

nouncing her pregnancy with
Alex as his contribution to the
Christmas festivities, Okin
said.

the Japanese tea ceremony.

concern himself with such

thing that represented
a significant aspect of the closing year
and hang it on the tree. It was

Arcata — such as Yoshiko
Hirose Sensei whom Fulton
to instruct students and community members in the art of

the evening. But Fulton didn’t

Fulton's life is planned to take
place on the South Jetty of
Humboldt Bay, Sept. 29.

' People who attended Fulton’s

“We are going to build a bon-:
fire, drink, tell stories and celebrate
a glorious
life,”

Grona Furron

Dalgleish-said.
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Eureka emergency
services on alert
The City of Eureka activated
its Emergency Operations Center to Level One as a result of
the terrorist attacks on the
United States.
This is an awareness level for

city management staff to anticipate for future needs. All

Police said the accident,
which happened at night, could

—

have been prevented if the bicyclist had used a light on her
bicycle.
.
Bicyclists are required to use
a white headlamp, as well as

side and rear reflectors during
hours of darkness.

‘Library sponsors
catalog contest

city offices and schools remain
ae

open.

ee
Pe

Eureka area businesses are

combs swith
and he
WiCU Ash brus

[Po wooden bristles to gently massage scalp.

They will not tear hair or scratch the scalp.
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7 Three styles for all types of hair or scalp
sensitivity. All have replacement bristles.
RO

a

ea

open at the owner’s discretion.
All city services are functioning, and emergency service
workers are available for services as required.
Calls for information should

erations Center and State Office of Emergency Services.

and renew books. -

Local Hospitals

seven

ter at 441-4324 or 441-4325.
The city is working in coor-

or thick hair

dination with the County Op-

.

this type of contest is something that is done all over the
library world.
The new Web-based computer catalog will be installed
by winter and will allow patrons
to view their own records,
as well as place holds on books |

be directed to the City Call Cen-

Bamboo
style for wavy

The Humboldt County library is sponsoring a contest to
name its new computer catalog.
In a press release, Library
Director Carolyn Stacey said

ne

The new system will link all

react to terrorism
Because of the Federal Avia-

Se

tion Administration

1031 H St. * Arcata * 822-3450
e Eureka ° 269-9560
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press time) on all air travel following the terrorist attack on
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the United States, Mad River
Community Hospital is working to ensure the safety of patients who would normally be

ae

Humboldt's Favorite
Office Supply Stores.

transferred via airplane to U. C.
San

Bry

STUDENT/TEACHER

Simply log onto: .
=
i
our
'
Browse our internet specials.

treme emergencies, air travel is

DISCOUNT

Computer paper, diskettes
|
Binders, notebooks
Organizers & planners
Office Furniture
School Supplies

Humboldt County . Entry
forms for the “Name the Com-

puter Catalog Contest” are
available

in all Humboldt

County libraries.

_

The winner will be selected
in October and will receive a

$50 gift certificate for books.
For more information, call 2691905 or contact area libraries or
Bookmobjles.

Redding

heart surgery patients.
Transfers between Mad
River Community and St. Joseph Hospital will be made on
a case-by-case basis. For exavailable as approved by the
FAA, again on a case-by-case

basis.

¢ Computer ribbons & cartridges
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¢
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premature infants and open-

On regular-price items with student/teacher |.D.

SHOP ONLINE!

Francisco

branches

Medical center — primarily

We offer friendly service along with over 27,000 products.
FREE delivery from Scotia to Trinidad.

:

ban (at

library

:

“We are doing everything we
can to ensure that patients who

need to be transferred are

-

° Greeting cards, picture frames —
e Gift wrap, stationery, invitations
e MUCH MORE!

taken care of,” said Doug Shaw,
hospital administrator.

Arcata completes

repaving project
The City of Arcata is continuing its efforts to make city
streets smoother.
Construction on L.K. Wood
Boulevard, from Granite Avenue to St. Louis Overcrossing,
and oh Diamond Drive, from
L.K.
Wood
Boulevard
to
Coombs Court, has been completed.

However, roadwork is still be-

ing conducted on Union Street,
from Community

Parkway to

Schools open,

14 th Street, and on 14 th Street,
from L.K. Wood Boulevard to

watch out for bikes

Union Street.

The Arcata Police Department warns bicyclists and motorists to take extra safety precautions now that school is in
session.

A bicyclist was injured Aug.
27 when she struck the side of
a vehicle turning onto Giuntoli

Lane from southbound Highway 101.

Theconstructionsisslatedto
be finished today.
For more information, con-

tact the Arcata Public Works
Department

at 822-5957

or

Parnum Paving at 822-4853. .

.

- Community
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Drakes’ Glen Creations peddles more than just candy

‘Store offers more than 50
arts and crafts lessons
Army for so-long that a lot of —
py

MacArtnur

Lunpeen

«times people just pass,” she
said. “They’re not expecting to

LUMBERJACK STAFF
The business at 1065 K

St.

doesn’t look all that unique
from the outside — just a runof-the-mill, small business that

goes by the name of Drakes’
Glen Creations.

But its owner and sole proprietor, Sandra Nakashima,
brings to it her own form of
warmth, charm and a flair for
the arts that one doesn’t see
very often.
Nakashima opened her
business two years ago this
month. And to celebrate her

anniversary, she’s giving every
one of her customers a free

piece of homemade candy, one
of her prized items for sale.

She said business has been OK,
but a little slow.
“We’re not right
Sandra

Nakashima

shows

off her handmade

chocolates

on

the

puoto By Kevin Baur

Plaza, and the green building

Glen Creations.

here had been the Salvation

at Drakes’

see something there, so they
don’t pay attention.”

Drakes’ Glen Creations is pri-

marily an arts-and-crafts store.

It offers a variety of sculptures,
kits and tools designed to fit the
needs of the novice or advanced artist or craftsman —
inciuding such unique items as

a “Make Your Own Hemp Rug”
kit.
But it also displays a wide selection of homemade candy for
sale — all of it created by

Nakashima. The assortment includes truffles, toffee, handmade peanut butter cups, 20 fla-

vors of honey sticks and 12 different flavors of fudge. And, in
addition to supplies, one can
choose from more than 50

classes on how to make various
arts and crafts, or even the
candy she sells.

see Drakes’, page 20

sk the Pastor”
: ‘This column is paid for by “Ask the Pastor’ ministry of
_ Arcata First Baptist Church. Please direct comments and
- questions you‘d like this column to address to —

QUESTION: Why are you writing this column in the Lumberjack?

| topping family-size pizza

ANSWER: In my eleven years as pastor of Arcata First Baptist Church (next to the HSU tennis courts), |
have found that often, both students and faculty have viewpoints concerning evangelical Christianity
that are very inaccurate. Often there are misconceptions about what we believe and what we are like.
For the past five years or so, | have had the opportunity to teach exposure/experiential courses for
HSU students (“Evangelical Christian Experience Weekend,™Christianity and the Supernatural"). These
classes have been well received for the most part by students with wide ranging religious backgrounds
and experiences. Many students have remarked how much they appreciate the opportunity to learn
about and experience evangelical Christianity without feeling pressured to convert. Quite a few HSU
students and a growing number of HSU faculty consider AFBC their spiritual home and are finding joy,
meaning, and genuine community through their involvement.

$13.99 2s:

plus tax

*not valid with any other offer

plus | FREE 2 liter soda!

Our church is made up of around 600 or more people of all ages, from a number of racial and cultural
We have
backgrounds, and from the full gamut of social, economic, and educational backgrounds.
Il:00 a.m. (HOT!)
three services on Sunday mornings - 8:00 a.m. (MILD), 9:30 a.m. (MEDIUM), and

(Spanish and
Our new full-time pastor to college students is Raimer Rojas who, by the way, is bilingual
in the LightEnglish). He leads the “Solid Rock” College Fellowship at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday nights
at 9:30 a.m. on
house Room (new. building) and also the College “Breakfast for a Buck/Bible Study”
us out!
check
come
Sunday mornings in Judson Hall (next to our sanctuary). We invite you to

822-484 |
1116 Ith St. © Arcata

and that's where
nts,
in the weeks ahead, this column will try to answer questions posed by HSU stude
(personal
column
this
in
| need your help. If you have questions you would like to see addressed

com. I'm sure
questions are welcome, too), please send them to me via e-mail at AskthePastor2@aol.

EXPIRES 9.15.01

s including racism, gender
| will be addressing a number of issues that are pertinent to HSU student
for your participation.
bias, sexuality, the environment, relativism, evolution, and more. Thanks
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Pirate: Illegal radio station takes a break to restructure
“We
eCONnTINUED
FROM PAGE 17

Other DJs agreed some aspects of the radio station were
getting out of control.
“There were too many young
DJs — it became a free-for-all;
no one was putting money toward rent,” DJ Oldnasty said.
“People were on the tip that
you couldn’t tell them what to
do even if it was cleaning up

.

a

[nviting all seekers ...

We meet at 2035 Ernest Way aah

after themselves, because that
was like breaking the rules of
Pirate radio,” AJ Foster said.
“People took it to an extreme,
there was lack of respect for the
building.”
The decisive act resulting in
Pirate Radio’s eviction from its
broadcasting space was an act
of vandalism.
Several guests of AJ Foster’s
“Down Syndrome” show had
visited the station to discuss
graffiti tips and ideas about
underground artwork on the

1a

to join us for Koinon

p.m. For

5, nights at 6

more information or a ride please call 822-064.

LEARNING CENTER
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Open and aHfirming of everyone.
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Ealkn Women and Men on any spiritual path or
He have hungry hearts and inquiring minds

www.humboldt.edu/‘learning/
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Vv A J Little Apartments, Hse. 71. 826-5217
[> (Located on the Library Circle)
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Hours: Days: Monday-Friday 8a.m.-5 p.m.
Evenings:

Wed/Th

air. The guests later returned to

5pm-7pm

FREE SERVICES TO ALL HSU STUDENTS
* Drop-in Math Tutoring
* Group Tutoring (sciences/stats/math)
* Supplemental Instruction (Bio 104/Zoo 110)
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DJ Sparrowhummingbird
Pirate Radio
In response to the vandalism
and negative mindset of several DJs, Pirate Radio will remain off the air for some time
to “restructure” the station.
“Freedom is a heavy, heavy

responsibility,”DJ Sparrow
said. “To be a pirate, you need
a code of ethics. We’ve realized
that because of the society we
live in a lot of people have been
brain potluted into thinking
that freedom is license — the
license to do whatever you
want and fuck over other human beings.
“We are restructuring so that

we have real freedom on the air
and not a license to disrespect
other people.”
:
DJ Sparrow did not specify

landlord was afraid because he

* Test Prep for GWPE, GRE, etc

thought it was being marked

be a overtly revolutionary radio station.”

* Reading and Writing Assistance
* ESL Assistance

for gang territory.”

Examples of prices include
sand candles; $18 to learn how
to make truffles and lemon
bark; $8 to learn to make small
rattan baskets; or $10 to learn
how to make a leather dream

catcher. All the necessary ma-

Bring this ad and get

terials for the classes are included in the fees.
“See, people should be beating down my door, basically, for
the fact that I offer over 50
classes with the materials included,” Nakashima said. “I’m
basically giving them away. It’s
not like one of those other
classes, where you pay the fee
and then pay $50 more for the
materials. And they get to
choose the date and the time
they want to come.”

10% off*
your take-out or dine-in order!
Fine Chinese Cuisine on

HUNAN

761 8th St.

On the Arcata Plaza |

She said she enjoys customer
service more than any other
aspect of running the store.
“We’re that friendly place,”
Nakashima said. “We try to be
that fun place, and I answer
people’s questions when they

Call for to-go orders
CHINESE

*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please.
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“If anybody out there knows
of a place — either free or low.
rent — they can contact the
Earth Church,” DJ Sparrow

1
Besides broadcasting space,
Pirate Radio is also seeking responsible DJs that share the
station’s free-speech philosophy of freedom and respect. It
is accepting donations for
equipment.
“We want to be on the air
cause that’s what we’re all
about,” DJ Sparrow said.
™,
To be a Pirate, to contribute

to the station, or for more information
contact DJ Sparrow

mingbird at the Earth Church
in Arcata at 826-0458.

“People who really run Pi-

$15 for a class on how to make

in town!

822-6105

said.
Pirate Radio is expected to be
back on the airwaves by the end
of October. But it needs support from the community to meet
that goal.
.

Drakes’ : Out-of the-way shop offers candy and crafts

We have the Tan

or reservations

it up and going,” DJ Oldnasty

Hum-

place look a lot better, and the

the Plaza...

rate and respect it want to get

again for our community, be-

* Study Skills Workshops/Videos
* Learning and Study Strategies

HUNAN ¢ CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

jPOO}J BS9ULYD) [YVIYO 410} UOGNOD

Pe
PPP
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about.”

the studio after the station was © the details of Pirate’s restructuring. However, he did have an
off the air and spray-painted
optimistic outlook toward the
the walls inside.
future.
“In my opinion, it was
“I have come from my persweet,” AJ Foster said. “It was
spective,” he said. “And of
awesome artwork. It made the

*CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
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community, because that’s what we’re all

course, I would like to see 94.9

These services are partially supported by Associated Students
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want to be on the air again for our
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“We try to be that fun place, and | answer
people’s questions when they don’t know
what to do.”
Sandra

Nakashima

owner, Drakes’ Glen Creations
don’t know what to do.”

Having fun doesn’t seem to be
one of Nakashima’s problems.
In addition to working everyday at her store and finding the

spare time to bake all of her
candy, she is also a member of
the Society for Creative Anachronism. The SCA is a group
that plans and organizes events

Mostly I think it’s a bunch of
people that never grew up.”

Many of the values she admires about the SCA seem to be
the qualities she tries to bring,

to Drakes’ Glen Creations.
“I think it’s a part of myself,”
Nakashima said. “I’m not
afraid to end up sharing things.

I want to help people as much

relating to the Middle Ages —

as I can. Sometimes

dressing up in costume and act-.
ing them out.
“T really like it; it’s a fun

thinking, ‘I’m really not a good

I end up

place,” she said of the SCA.

businessperson because I’m too
nice.’
“And I’ve thought maybe I

“And I’ve meta

lot of really nice

should change this or that,” she

people there — very honorable

said “But then I think, ‘You
know what? I don’t want to
change!’”
She said she hopes more
people will discover her and
her charms so she won’t have
to change.

people. It’s one of those places
where you can go and feel safe
leaving your belongings and
your kids. And you know it’s
going to be OK — lots of great
parties, and a lot of friendship.
ata
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BY Swiroe Braxton
The moon and a trail of the Big Dipper streak across
the heavens during a fogless Humboldt County night.

Fall offers time

for looking up
sy Eric Murnrny

nice,” Halmo said. “The south
end of I street overlooking the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

bay is good also.
“The fog and city lights have
a big impact on our viewing

The best time of year for star-

gazing on the North Coast is

though,” he said.

right now.
Fall usually has more clear

. Halmo said if you have ac-

nights for viewing the night sky
than other seasons, said David

cess to a car, the views from
open fields on Fickle Hill are
very worthwhile.

Kornreich, HSU astronomy and

“Sometimes it can be foggy

physics professor.

;

in Arcata, but high

points

“There is a great
view of Mars right
now,” Kornreich
said. “It is low in the

sky, to the south and

on

Fickle

Hill can be above
the
fog
layer,”

|
|
|

Halmo said.
|

He said the con-

The HSU observatory is also on
Fickle Hill Road.

stellations of Scorpio and Sagittarius
are visible to the
south.

It is 8.4 miles
from
llth
and
Union streets and
on the right side of

very

red.”

“Scorpio is quite

pronounced

and

looks a lot like a
scorpion,” he said.
“Sagittarius looks .
like a teapot. Mars
is in the middle of.
the two.”

“We can stop

people can distin-

out there.”

Kornreéich said

guish planets from.
stars because plan-

ets do not twinkle.

and see— on

a philosophical level —
what else is
Terry Haimo
astronomy lab
instructor

Terry Halmo, an
astronomy and meteorology lab instructor, said

there are good places on campus or in Arcata to view the
night sky.
“The views from Founders
Hall and the playing fields are

the road.
The
HSU

as-

tronomy club plans

on holding an openhouse
viewing
night at the observatory in the next
couple of weeks.
The observatory
is small, but it has
two big telescopes

in a dome for viewing, Halmo said.
One telescope is
computer-con-

trolled, and the other is manu-

ally operated.
“We can type in the coordinates on the computer, and it

see Looking up, page 23
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Redwoods give home to edible plants
growing

There are more than just weeds

trails

_in Humboldt County’s backwood
sy Cunis Coox

lion for a similar plant that will

LUMBERJACK STAFF

A simple mistake can be a
fatal error. Especially when for-

It’s berry season. The vines
are bursting all over Humboldt
County, but berries are just a

aging for local mushrooms.
“One wrong bite, and you’re

small taste of the edible and
medicinal plants growing in
area forests.
.
“Hikers walk by dozens of
edible plants every day without

liver will shut down.”

knowing

they

make you sick, said Sinadinos.

are,”

said

herbologist Christa Sinadinos.

From the common redwood

~_

“You may think you’re getting a plant that you’re not, and

sometimes that can be dangerous,” she said.
Many edible and medicinal
plants look like they are poisonous. The marinated leaves of
the true dandelion make an exA hiker finds sorrel! abundant and easy to find along

Arcata’s Redwood Park trails.

Bill Weigle, greenhouse director at HSU, said there are
more than 75 species of edible

mushrooms growing locally.
Chantral, Motsutaki and
Armelaria Ponderosa mushrooms are all commercially ex-

ported out of Humboldt
sorrel to the rare red clover, she
said, Humboldt’s forests are | County.
There is a huge demand for
home to many nutritious and
Motsutaki
and Ponderosa
often medicinal plants.
“It’s important to make sure
you are always identifying
plants correctly,” Sinadinos
said.

proto sv Kevin Baur

dead,” Sinadinos said. “Your

cellent addition to salads.

©

But it is easy for the inexperienced to mistake the dande-

chance for error, Sinadinos
said.
.
The best way to be sure of

what you are picking and eating is to take a class and go into
the forest with an experienced
forager.

Sinadinos owns and operates
the Apothecary, a herbology
school on G Street in Arcata.
She is offering courses that include herb walks where students learn to identify, harvest

and process wild plants and
herbs. The classes begin Oct.
11.

oan

mushrooms in Japan.

Center Activities offers a wilderness survival class taught
by Mark Condes.
Students in the survival

“I’ve heard stories that at
harvest time, the mushroom

course learn how to build basic
shelters and prepare food found

buyers have drained the bank

in the forest.
The redwood forests do not
have abundant and obvious

of Willow Creek,” Weigle said.
Sinadinos said several books
are available that have descrip-

tions and pictures of area edible and medicinal plants, such
as “Edible Plants of the Pacific
Northwest” by Michael Moore.
Other books on the topic can be

found at the HSU Library.
Even having looked at a picture

of

a plant,

there

food sources for people, Weigle
said.
“Early

explorers

coming

through the redwoods often >
starved for lack of food,” he
said.
Condes said there are nutri-
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Edible

Looking up: Fall weather provides great night viewing

° CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27

tious sources of food in the forest. His class discusses poten-

more enthused about studying

philosophical level — what else

the sky, he said.

is out there, and where we live

ible plants in the forests are
trailsnacks.
.

. will automatically move to the
area,” Halmo said.
“On the viewing nights, we
have students bring six more
smaller telescopes to set up
too,” he said.
Halmo said a person interested in the stars could buy a
star chart at the HSU bookstore for 75 cents.

They are good to augment a
diet, but not to sustain it. He

“On a clear night with the
naked eye, you can get ori-

“Beyond the mechanical
knowing of where you are,”

pointed out redwood sorrel as
an example.
The clover-shaped leaves are
abundant throughout
the forest

ented and see a lot of the
bright constellations,” he
said. “Then you can challenge

Halmo said, “I like students to
get a view of the larger pic-

yourself to find the less obvi-

“We can stop and see — ona

and can even be found on cam-

ous ones.”

tial food sources — such as in-

sects, grubs and slugs.
“It is very possible to survive
in' the redwoods in good
health,” Condes said.
Condes said most of the ed-

“It’s not a good idea to eat too
much Sorrel,” Sinadinos said.

“It contains oaxilic acid that

the skin if not harvested cor-

rectly, she said.
Once harvested, the leaves

‘must be boiled for at least 30
Sinadinos said. The

processed leaves can be used on

see Saturn and Jupiter.

salads and in stews, and the
fresh leaves can be made into ©

“With binoculars, you can
see the rings around Saturn,”
Kornreich said. “Saturn is a

tea.
food,” Sinadinos said.
Taken daily, nettle tea has an
energizing effect on the body,
she said.
When harvesting any plant,
it is important to pay attention
to where the plant is growing.
It is not a good idea to harvest
berries or rose hips that grow
near roads.
The emissions from traffic

as a “dynamic

The phone number is 826-4002.
Halmo and Kornreich also
recommend the following Web
sites: Astronomy Picture of the
Day: antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/
apod/astropix.html and The
Nine
Planets:
www.nineplanets.org.

living

thing. ”

ture.”

Day turns to night over
the fall Arcata
sky.
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But unfortunately, Arcata

‘was foggy those days, he said.
The next meteor shower will
be in mid-December.
A meteor shower visible to
us is the result of Earth moving into the trail of a comet’s
dust, Kornreich said.
The beginning astronomy
classes offered through the
physics department are introduction to meteorology and
descriptive astronomy.
“A lot of students also go on
to take Steve Brusca’s class
the cosmos,”
Kornreich
said.“It gives you a wide view
with the beginning of the universe and the big-bang theory
and other fun stuff.”
Marc Marshall, HSU astronomy club president and
an International Development Technology graduate
student, said he was always
interested in the stars.
He took an astrophotography class at HSU that got him

away from any road.

“Also, look upstream from
any plants growing near water,” Sinadinos said. “If there is
_ a source of pollution nearby,
you will likely get sick if you
eat plants growing down-

stream.”
Most important for foragers
is that the plants themselves

are cared for and respected.
Plant species can easily become
depleted and go extinct from
excessive wild harvesting.
Sinadinos said that foragers
should only take one-tenth of
any given population.
“If you honor the plant, the
back.”
you
honors
plant
Sinadinos said.
avi.

OR BYE

sky

.

12-14.

have likely polluted the plants.
Sinadinos said her rule of
thumb is to be at least 50 feet

ORT SEH

'

bright yellow planet, and Jupiter is a little redder.”
Kornreich said one of the
best meteor showers of the
year, Perseids, was last
month. Its peak was August

“Stinging nettle is a super

eae

improvement.”
.
The HSU observatory has a
voice-mail recording of when it
will be open for viewing nights.

Kornreich said he wants his
astronomy students to see the

“Then you can see star
clouds, and star clusters,”
Halmo said. “You would be
able to really see Jupiter and
Saturn and different phases
of Venus. Then you can get
real enthusiastic and sell your
car and house to buy computer-operated telescopes.”
Kornreich said this September would be a good month to

Many plants require specialized harvesting and preparation. Stinging nettle will cause
an itchy rash to break out on

4

Said.

telescope, he said.

will aggravate your stomach
and kidneys if you eat too
much.”

and who we are,” he said. “It is
like a personal point-of-view

so much to look at,” Marshall

Some equipment to help
you see more includes a good
set of binoculars with a tripod, or a small, inexpensive

‘ pus, she said.

minutes,

“I recommend people look
up at the sky because there is
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Professor lectures on how ‘shark’

first entered the English language
sy Natrnan RusntTon

B

&

SCIENCE EDITOR

FINE GIFTS

and privateer, was leading a

—“<~

The College of the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Flowers
Special
for Special Moments

kicked off its fall 2001 Thursday lecture series Sept. 6, with
an intriguing presentation on
the entry of the word shark
into the English language.
All four of the lectures,
scheduled for the first Thurs-

| www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com
1-800-827-8960 © 822-8967 © 1309 H St. ¢ Arcata

day of each month, will be pre-

A BENEFIT FOR HUMBOLDT MEDIATION SERVICES )

sented by Tom Jones, an HSU
history
professor.
Jones
teaches “Darwin and Darwinism,” “From Christianity to
Atheism” and “Maya Hieroglyphic Writing.”
Jones argued that the English word “shark” came from
an ancient Mayan word xok
(pronounced “shoke”). Most
dictionaries cite an “unknown

origin” for the word or errone-

Phecis
K

ay Wei

ip he

Tickets on sale for $15 per persori- callHumboidt
Mediation Services at 445-2505 for ticket information.

_—)
_)

Vineyard of Arcata

ously attribute the origin to a
Latin or French word, Jones
said.
Jones’ interesting discussion
covered the history of the
Mayan word “xok” and the mythology of the shark in Mayan
culture. Xok actually refers to
the bull shark — a human

predator adapted to swimming
in fresh water. It terrorizes
bathers in Central and South

‘ American lakes and rivers,
Jones said.

trading expedition from 1564 to
1565 through the Caribbean
when his ships were damaged
in a tropical storm.
Jones recounted the fascinating story of how Hawkins, with
the aid of a Mayan guide, whom

unusual animal as a shark. It
was the first documented reference to shar
in the English
language, Jo: __ said.
The next!
re by Jones,
entitled “Th.
.' ristians and
Their Calen’
will be held
Oct. 4, ¢
, in Founders
Hall, Roc

he kidnapped from a passing
ship, sought refuge on a Spanish occupied island off of the
coast of Mexico.
It was the Mayan guide who

Jones contends introduced xok
to the English sailors. When the
Spanish Armada returned the
next day, a bloody battle ensued, and only two of Hawkins’
ships remained afloat.. Just a
handful of Hawkins’ crew
made it back to England to tell

the story, said Jones. —
Shortly after the sailors return, a unknown fish (now
known asa

recovered.

[Upcoming
Speakers:

thresher shark) was

from

+ Biological Sciences De-

some

partment Lecture Series:

fisherman’s nets off of the
coast of England. Jones ex-

plained that because of the
close proximity of the local
fisherman’s favorite taverns
and Fleet Street — England’s
earliest journalism district —
a story was written about the
fish in a newspaper with a reference by some of Hawkins’
sailor survivors naming the

“Coastal Ecosystems, Spatial Scale and the PISCO
SESS

FLORIST

Sir John Hawkins, an English naval officer, slave trader

Project: Oceanographic Influ,ences on Marine Community
Dynamics.”
Bruce Menge

Oregon State University
Noon Friday Natural Resources Building, Room 101
eee

Busting our!

hat

A Public Service
Announcement
from The Lumberjack

* Meet Sundaysat 3:50 pm (new timel) at the
Arcata Community Center (by Healthsport).
- Join us Thursdays at 7:30 pm in
Creekview lounge to discuss the life and
teachings of Jesus.
- Free coffee at the Vine Table Fridays!
phone 839-8156 or e-mail vine@axe.humboldt.edu
following Jesus

©
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Area-brewery provides good food and friendly atmosphere
By Dane: Brains
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Enthusiastic beer connoisseurs and families love the Eel
River Brewing Co. in Fortuna.
The brewery serves up homemade foods and award-winning
beer daily for North Coast residents.
Owned and aperated by sass
band-and-wife team Margaret
and Ted Vivatson, the Eel River
Brewing Co. opened in December 1995. The couple started the
brewery because of their love
of beer and their desire to have
people come together in a
friendly atmosphere.
“People develop friendships
here, this is a meeting place,”
Margaret Vivatson said.
On any given day, the
brewery’s clientele ranges from
working folk, the elderly, families and single adults.
“There is always an eclectic
mix of regulars that come in,”
Margaret Vivatson said. “We

iz

es,
and
eld
ers

Eel River serves up top-quality brews

“We are very proud
of our awards, and
we’ve done well,”
Ryan Samuelson
brewmaster assistant

uses beef from its own cattle.
“We recycle our spent grain
(from the brewing process) by
feeding it to our cattle,” Margaret Vivatson said. “We have a
goal of eventually serving 100
cross a lot of age lines here.”
percent organic beef.”
The atmosphere inside of the
The restaurant supports
brewery provides ample space,
other area businesses by using
and the hospitality of the staff
local products in its meals.
makes everyone feel at home.
Loleta
Cheese
Factory,
“We’re happy there isa place — Humboldt Bay Baking Co. and
where so many people feel at
Bien Padre foods can be found
home,” Margaret Vivatson said
in the ingredients on the menu.
about the brewery, which also
The highlight of the Eel
hosts special events. “We have ° River Brewing Co. is, of course,
seasonal comedy nights; Tuesthe award-winning beers and

day is peanuts-on-the-floor

pHoros BY Mixe Keuty

Assistant brewmaster
Ryan Samuelson adds
fresh hops to the kettle
(Above).

night during happy hour.”
The brewery also has ladies
night every Thursday, offering
99-cent white wine and happy
hour all day long. And there is
a friendly horseshoe pit in the
beer garden area.

“People
develop
fiendships here, this
is a meeting place,”
Margaret Vivatson

Beer is bottled four at a
time. A three man team
can bottle 40 cases in an
hour (right).

Service

Waitress,
pours

right).

with

a smile.

Hayley

a cold

one.

Sirrine,
(top

specialty brews it produces.
This summer at the Humboldt
County Fair, Brewmaster Mike

Smith

and

assistant

Ryan

Samuelson walked away with
Best-of-Show for their Climax
beer.
;
The organic Porter and
Ravensbrau Porter placed first.
The Blonde, Amber Ale and IPA
all placed third at the fair
_
“We are very proud of our

awards, and we’ve done well,”

Samuelson said.
brewery owner
Climax beer also won Gold in
last year’s Great American
Patrons of the Eel River
Beer Festival.
Brewing Co. can look forward
Samuelson said Eel River
to food the restaurant makes
makes
its beer by first germidaily. Restaurant favorites in- .
nating malted barley seeds and
clude Buffalo Wings, fish and
then drying them. Next, they
chips, all you can eat barbecue
make mash by mixing the barribs on Friday, and the ERB
ley with hot water to extract the
Veggie Sandwich Supreme
—
designed by employee April
see Beer, page 26
Glenn. Also, the brewery only

12, 2001
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JOIN OS FOR GREAT MUSIC & AN ENCOURAGING MESSAGE!

Most of the Eel River Brew_ing Co.’s beer is distributed to

brew kettle. Inside the brew

kettle, the sugary runoff pro-

Dr. Jim Barnes © 851 Bayside Road, Arcata
822-5121 © www.jb20-20.com
Unique eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses
q

ralph lauren

kenneth cole

Northern California, Washington and Oregon.
The Brewery is open 1la.m.

is boiled

with hops to produce a bitter,
sugary liquid called wort. Yeast

to 11 p.m., seven days a week. It
is located at 1777 Alamar way
in Fortuna 725-2739.

is added to convert the wort
into alcohol and carbon diox-

united colors ef benetton

Op

duced by the mash

Ae

ide. The beer ferments for four
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beer) daily,” Samuelson said.

from the barley and added toa

@
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The sugars are then drained

OD

days before it is finally carbonated and bottled.
_“We can bottle 200 cases (of

re

"© CONTINUED
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Area brewers organize family picnic
Humbrewers family Picnic is this weekend at Mad River
sy

Anca:

Brocxett

bring that beer, the California
’ Classic Climax Ale, which is

LUMBERJACK STAFF

For those who enjoy a good

-

Lazy Bones, Bayou Swamis,
Hall St. Honker, Rezonators,
and Sergei’s Troika will provide music to dance to. And volleyball, horseshoes, Frisbee

brew, there have always been a

variety of Humboldt County
breweries — including The
Lost Coast, Eel River, Humboldt
Brewery, Mad River and Six
’ Rivers.
Saturday, beer fans have the
chance to taste all their new
- brews as well as their finest and
occasionally award-winning
brews.

Where: 7270 West End Road

be provided.
There will be three raffle

Who: Humboldt County
brewers and music byLazy
Bones, Bayou Swamis, Hall
St. Honker, Rezonators, and
Sergei’s Troika

prizes offered at the picnic; a
custom tie-dyed T-shirt from

Good Day Sunshine, a brewing

©

lesson and a brewing book.
The Humbrewers Guild annual picnic started because the
local brewers decided to get together to sample each other’s

will be held from noon to dusk
along the river in Mad River
Park, at 7270 West End Road in
Arcata. Participants will get to
taste local homebrewed beer,
microbrews and soda. Also,
they may partake in the vat of

Family Picnic

When: Saturday, Sept. 15
from noon to dusk

and kite-flying equipment will

This year, the 23rd Annual
Humbrewers Family Picnic

Price: $10
Info. Line: 826-1478

brews. Gradually more people
attended the originally small

event, and now there is an average of 350 people attending
each year.

vegan chili beans and have use
of the barbecue pits, with coals
provided.

The Humbrewers

Guild is

made up of brewers from all
the breweries

“The brewer at Eel River won

in Humboldt.

Also, people interested in brewing beer, mead, homemade soda
—or inventing new recipes in

Best-of-Show at the state fair
and at the county fair,” said Jen
Barry, Humbrewers secretary.

- “And

23rd hialiel Humbrewers

really good.”

the medieval or home-crafts
style — attend the event.

we would like him to

The Rezonators

PHOTO PROVIDED BY JE
perform at last year’s picnic

“One of the favorites is blackberry porter,” Barry said,
“probably because we have so
many blackberries here.”
Vendors at the picnic will be
happy to give advice about

and Mad River Brewery sell
brewing supplies. Area brewer-

home brewing. Both the Co-op

group that will represents poor

ies give tours on request.

Money raised at the picnic
will go to benefit Legal Services
of Northern California, a legal

site for free.
People will be carded at the
door. But people under 21 are
encouraged to come and participate in the games, barbecue
and drink the homemade soda.
Tickets for the picnic can be
purchased at the Metro CDs
and Tapes, The Works, or at the
door for $10. For more information call 826-1478.
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ARE YOUR EYES TIRED AND SORE?
SICK OF READING? JUST LOOK AT THE
GRAPHICS AND COME BACK LATER.
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COUNTY’S FAVORITE

Doors Open at 8:00 pm ~ Music Starts at 9:30 pm
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FREE STYLE KINGS
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EARTH FORCE

15TH

World Beat Reggae Dance

19TH

with guests 10 Ton Chicken
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THE CUTTERS
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20TH |
FRI
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GARAJ MAHAL

DJ) KNEW WAVE & special guests
GROUNDATION

w27 david grisman/denny zeitlin

| 21ST

ALL SHOWS SPM @ THE VAN DUZER THEATRE, HSU
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
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22ND

Celtic TEMPEST Rock
Di RED AT MYDNECHT

COMING
SOON

Netwerk Electric, The Dirty Dozen Brass Band,
Vinyl, Corby Yates, The New Deal, The Hip Hop
Lounge, Clinton Fearon, The Mother Hips

Roots Reggae

www.cafetomo.com
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Reggae Legend performs tonight
Jamacian artist Burning Spear will play at Cafe Tomo -

Burning Spear has been performing

By Jonn Estey

“It’s a song we’ve been
workin’ on to turn it into a

LUMBERJACK STAFF

single. The first one to be released from the new album that
will come out in 2002. It’s
a good
title.”

Humboldt County music lovers receive a special gift today,
as reggae musician Burning

Spear graces the stage of Café
Tomo with his special brand of
musical magic.
“Living legend” is a weighty
title, but one occasionally

shouldered by Burning Spear,

aka Winston Rodney.
His career began mpre than
30 years ago in rural St. Anne’s,
Jamaica, with a chance meet-

timated Prophet” off of 1991’s
Grateful Dead tribute album,
“Dedicated.”
Burning Spear’s latest re‘lease is a compilation album
titled “The Ultimate Collection.”

I sing a song, the way I dance
are always different and it

hasn’t reached the heights in

keeps each performance fresh.”
A deeply spiritual and devoted Rastafarian, Burning

songs from early on have. And
so we play it all, including

have become

‘Calling Rastafari.’”
This reggae icon has hinted

eight

Burning Spear may only now
be hitting his creative peak.

His latest studio release,

“Calling Rastafari,” won the
Grammy

for Best Reggae Al-

It would seem Burning Spear
is far from done making great

music.
“It’s a song I been workin’ on,
so I decided to give the tour the
the
Hurt
‘Don’t
name

Rastaman,’” he said about the

LANE
ois Aceteie! Poi
One ese

te

known for being more of an
event than a performance.
Backed by his ultra-tight
Burning Band — complete with

horn section — his hypnotic,

—

people that some of the old

eT titeee eo :
ee a CE

savi 40%

songs from the last album,

LUBES!
TOYS:

that his days of endless touring
might not go on for much
longer. Fans might want to

CAT

catch this artist while they still

can.
. Burning Spear performs at
possessed whirling-dervish
Café Tomo at 9:30 p.m. tonight.
dancing have been known to
Tickets are $25 at the door and
leave audiences in tears of exare available at The Metro CDs
ultation.
and Tapes, People’s Records,
Burning Spear is a strong
The Works in Arcata and Euearly influence on the internaat
online
and
tional reggae superstar band . reka,
www.ticketweb.com.
Steel Pulse, which in turn has

iC oe
Dawiotaintatatatete’y'

abel tee,
Mee

Sometimes your new album

chanting, growling vocals and

bum of the Year, last year.

odd name of his latest tour.

Spear’s shows

JO

“We always try to mix it up,”
he said. “If you try to just play
songs from the most recent album, sometimes it don’t work.

suggested he go to the legendary Studio One and cut some
albums,

* Blowout!
RG MAY

ning version of the Dead’s “Es-

ing with Bob Marley. Marley

Grammy nominations and
countless world tours later,

8H,

He said he has ways to keep
his energy high in this 92-city
world tour.
“To keep it fresh, I get as
much rest as I can get before the
shows,” Burning Spear said.
“Each performance is different
with its own inspiration — and
brings its own passion. The
songs we play, how we play

claimed the Spear as the father
of the Rastafarian movement
in Great Britain.
Fans of the Grateful Dead
may know him best for his stun-

them, are different. And so
each night is different. The way

music.
Twenty-two

beaa

reggae music for more than 30 years.
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I Street Party
Audience members en-

joyed live entertainment
and a friendly, community atmosphere

at the I

Street Block Party (top).

Christina Fernandez
and the Errol Previde

Quartet performed to a
receptive crowd (right).

884

9th

St,

Arcata

©

822-2965

ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM

Extended hours

Your HSU Faculty,

unt 10 PM, < Staff or Student |.D.
will get you anywhere in
ARCATA absolutely FREE!
Take the bus “in Arcata it’s the best thing going”

NOW Offering Greyhound Tickets
and Package Express Services

II SES ers
For More Information Call:
reread
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_ Radio station celebrates anniversary

(3)

Area radio station 102.7

first anniversary with a con-°
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be bought

at

Humboldt County outlets including,

The

Works,

The.

and

Tapes,

People’s

Records,

Redway

Liquors

and

Metro

CDs

Wild

DINNERS S55 eereasae ose

Horse

Records in Garberville.
Promoters advise concert-

goers to purcase tickets in
advance.

,

Humboldt’s* 1 Night Club
535 5th St. e Eureka
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women, aged 17-27, for rewarding jobs
that matter. You can save lives.
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Protect the environment
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call: 1-877-NOW-USCG or visit
us at: gocoastguard.com
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ground, and Tubesteak Jones
will perform this Saturday
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Wish Bone, Anthony B (pictured left), Qshan Dia,
Humboldt County Freestyle
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nity Center in Redway.
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tinue in the same vulgar way as

before with explicit lyrical sub-
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jects ranging from pullin’ jack

moves to runnin’ trains on
bitches and hoes. So much for
meaningful music.
Lil’ O does show that he
has potential with some of
the songs on this album, but

unfortunately his content,

Come explore Holistic Medicine
& Energetic Healing, while you
seek answers to questions about
Relationships, Love & Career

_ Open to the public
20 Free Lectures

40 Vendors

FREE sample reading .
FREE astrology charts

Saturday 10 am to 7 pm « Sunday 10 am to 6 pm
Admission $5 ALL WEEKEND! (Children under 13 Free)

$3 OFF ADMISSION WITH STUDENT ID
For information about renting a booth or attending this event,
\ call Barbara Lee 1-541-482-5471 E-mail: intuitivefairs®@home.com

Lil’ O, the self proclaimed

There are hundreds of un“Fat Rat” from Houston, defioriginal rappers just like Lil’ O
nitely comes through with the
who are at the bottom end of
' cheese on his newest release.
the food chain of hip-hop muFrom start to finish this album — sic. They nibble of at the flesh
is loaded with heavy profanity,
of the top predators in the insexism, bling-bling jive talkin’
dustry like rodents, absorbing
and flimsy beats - the perfect

formula for a shallow rap
record that will surely corrupt
the minds of those unfamiliar
with what real, original rap
.music should sound like.

their style and claiming it as
something new. But in the end,
they are just “Da Fat Rat Wit Da"
Cheeze.”-—Matt Crawford

This album sounded exactly
like I thought it would when I
first looked at it. Heavy use of

The first track on this album

‘that caught my attention was
“The Throudest,” a boastful
little number featuring one of

Music at Humboldt
e Lecture G.E. classes
e Ensembles for G.E. credit:
vocal
instrumental

jazz
b

classical

world

e Learn to sing, play piano, or play
an instrument for G.E. credit

?

¢ Non-majors welcome
e Check us out!
For information,
call 826-3531 or e-mail mus@humboldt.edu

golashes in the middle of a dry
summer and to run around
singing showtunes at the top of
their strained lungs. Still, like

Half way through the album
Lil’ O makes a surprising

Bjork, the child will have an
inner sense of all-knowingness
about everything around them.
When you ask them why the
sky is blue, they’ll simply say,
“Because.

”

Vespertine is Bjork’s latest
and loveliest release. It flows

“Ooh Wee” is a thoughtful
song with a very R&B feel to it
featuring the vocals of Zero and

with that unique, soothing, cha-

samples of chimes and tinkling
pianos. This song marks the
first time that Lil’ O actually

ately to imitate these days, but
that she originated. Her ranged

says something worthwhile on
the album when he comments
on the sad state of the number
of inner city youth getting incarcerated.
“Slow Down” is a very similar song with Lil’ O reflecting
how he should slow down with

ing lullabies to her young son
as it is to vent overwhelming
confusion at unfairness in love

his playa antics and settle down
with “one bad bitch so he can

spoil her.” What a Romeo.
The songs that follow con-

al
w
re
th

content to revel in the memo-

al
th

pl

the thing, though.

Vespertine
tion, fireplaces on rainy days,
When I grow up and have a °
and fire itself, all with succinct,
kid- boy or girl- I hope for it to
minimalist lyrics. Don’t mis-

The album continues in the
same manner with songs like
“Thug Nigg*z pt. 2,” “Ry Yo”
and “I’m Ready.”

responsible side to Lil’ O.

drama, though her repertoire is
no where near comparable to
an early afternoon soap opera.
She is done with the overjoyed
hyperactive-ness of Post and is

That’s

for ya.

duce a more reflective socially

this album is full of well-placed

This lady inspires poetry, emo-

be just like Bjork. I want my
child to feel free to wear yellow

jams “Ooh Wee” and “Slow
Down.” These two songs intro-

far-east harping.
Like Debut and Homogenic,

beautiful- I now understand
what it feels like to be a white
sheet swaying with the wind on
aclothesline between two trees
in the middle of a field. (How’s
that for a roundabout metaphor?)

the school of No Limit with a
little hint of the Jigga.

change of pace when da fat rat
busts out with two smooth slow

of the two exlife’s timeline,
tings, little boy
and mysterious

Vespertine is sweeping and

stream rap these days and vocals that sound straight out of

the Throudest with the quick
response of “Yeah I know
bitch.” Now that’s a true playa

Bjork can so accurately capture

the innocence
tremities on
with music box
choir singers,

ries and leftovers. The sound on

the electronic high hat effect
that is common in most main-

Lil’ O’s “Hoes” telling him he’s

ing; it is a
dreamland for
the aged and newborn. Only

» & 2

in a celebration of light!

otic electronica that emo/rock

groups are trying so desper-

voice is just as perfect for sing-

and life. This recording shows
‘ the gained wisdom of an eccentric worn with a raving life and
ready to move on to the com‘forts of home and things like

take her for God. God probably
wouldn’t slug a reporter for
looking at Jesus the wrong way.
She is a siren who tempts not
for personal gain, but for an

internal and public under-

standing of what it is that
makes her tick. And she does it
so very well. (Apparently, she
recorded everything on this al-

bum with a laptop and bedroom
recordings...all by herself.)
Bjork’s statements are so
tight they need no explanation-

a mark of a true poet. She
means exactly what she sings,

in whatever philosophical or
metaphoric way she states it, as
shown on songs such as “Heirloom” (“I have a recurrent
dream/Every time I lose my

voice I swallow little glowing
lights my mother and son night

see Reviews, next page
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You are invited to participate

System Ratincs
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daily meditation.
No,.that doesn’t mean Bjork

x*

Kino

has turned Yanni. Vespertine is
remarkably relaxing and soar-
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thugs are a dime a dozen and
do nothing to better rap music.

awe
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:

ir’ 0
“Fat Rat Wit Da Cheeze

message and style are all
wrong. Rappers that rhyme
about how much money they
have, pimpin’ hoes and being
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Review: Da Fat Rat Wit Da Cheeze, Bjork, and Henry Rollins under scrutinythe mid-’80s.

- © CONTIUNUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
they do a trapeze walk until
they’re in the sky right above
. my bed/While I’m asleep my
mother and son pour into me
warm glowing oil/Into my wide
open throat”).
“Pagan poetry” narrates the
connection between herself
and nature with “Pedaling
through the dark currents/I
find an accurate copy/A blueprint/Of the pleasure in me/
Swirling black lilies totally
ripe...” She folds in a verse from
the legendary e.e. cummings
with “Sun in my mouth”: “I will
wade out till my thighs/Are
steeped in burning flowers,”
continuing with her own “I will
take the sun in my mouth/ And
leap into the ripe air alive.”
Vespertine is more than
alive- it is taking in each breath
with the utmost curiosity and
reveling in it. It is something
that must be experienced if one
plans to find any sense of balance in the hectic environment
that is college.
-Katherine Kovacich

ROLLINS BAND

Shot,” a fast-paced song that

ment for rock stardom.

album with “I Want So Much

sets the tempo and attitude for
the remaining songs on the album.

The next song on the album,
“Up For It,” is probably my
least favorite on he album. Although the opening guitar part
and bass line are pretty funky,
I just don’t dig the call and response chorus that Rollins does
with his contingent of souped-

More.”
Redemption is quickly made
with “Gone Inside the Zero.” If
you are looking for some heavyhitting, fast-paced rock ‘n’ roll
— this is it. The speedy power
chords and vocal fury that
come aut of the song could defi-

up soul singers that back him
up. He does a much better job
with this technique later on the

nitely match the masterwork

more, check this album out. It

that Rollins, Greg Ginn and the

might do you some good.
-Matt Crawford

I particularfy like the flavor
guitarist Jim Wilson adds to

the album. From start to finish,
Wilson shreds heavy lead riffs
and
body-rockin’
rhythm

grooves nostalgic of a time before backwards red caps and
two turntables were a require-

rest of the Flag created back in

The rest of the album continues with the same driving force
that has kept Rollins in business for the last two decades.
If you’re yearning for a little
aggressive therapy and Blink
182 and Limp Bizkit just aren’t
doing the trick for you any-

NON-CORPORATE ¢ NON-CHAIN
INTERNATIONAL
BRIT TELLY

FILM NOIR CLASSICS:
EURO TRASH
HONG KONG
RARE IMPORTS
SHAKESPEARE
JAZZ & BLUES
DOCUMENTARY
PERFORMING ARTS

ds

a

POSTCARDS
FILM MAGAZINES
& MUCH MORE...
ALL WITH THE HELP
OF A FRIENDLY AND
KNOWLEDGABLE
STAFF

VIDEO EXPERIENCE
...not your average video store

Humboldt County’s Best Source
of Video & DVD Rentals

kkk

for the Serious Film Fan

Henry Rollins

“Nice”
Since he entered the public
eye in 1981 with Black Flag,

Henry Rollins has always come
through with an all or nothing
attitude. Whether it be rockin’
out with the boys, doing spoken
word performances, writing
poetry and books, or acting in
movies— over the last 20 years,
Rollins has earned the reputation of being one of modern
rock’s biggest bad asses while
maintaining enough intellectual credibility to be a commentator within the industry as
well.
The Rollins Band’s newest
release, “Nice,” Proves that
Rollins still has the fire in his
heart (and throat) to produce a
decent hard-rock album.
The hard-hitting guitar riffs,
knockin’ bass lines and excellent drumming on this album
provide a solid foundation for
Rollins to punch a vocal hole in
the wall.
The album starts with “One

Get our monthly newsletter and more at: www.vxflix com

400 G St, Arcata ¢ 826-1105 ¢ 236 G ae Oldtown Eureka ¢ 443-8933
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A taste of hip-hop at Club West
West Coast hip-hop artists put on an impressive show

that’s wonderful. If it appeals
to mainstream heads, I would
love the whole
MTV audience
to

Long after
the sun receded
below the curtain of the
Pacific Ocean on Thurs-

day Sept. 6, the subterranean sounds of innovative West Coast underground MCs and
DJs filled Club West
when Lexicon, Styles
of
Beyond
and
Latyrx took the

see. what
hip-hop

,can

ally be.

Ithink
'¥> the only

guy

stage.

N

UPCOMING

i-c

County DJ,
Thanksgiving

teenyboppers what real
hip-hop is, because I don’t

Brown. I talked to
the group backstage
shortly after.

man, we’re brothers from birth

Your own room !
... foraletiess

think they know. They’re
young, and they grew up

than derms

» Pay as little as $300 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

here. We’ve been doin’ this for.
awhile.
O: So we’re extremely sick of
each other.
N: We hate each other

When did hip-hop first enter your lives?
O: It was back, I’d say, in the
late 80s. We were actually living
out in Colorado at the time. So
the main outlet we had was
(Yo!) MTV Raps back when it
first started with — Fab Five
Freddie, Dr. Dre and Ed Lover.
It was all East Coast stuff and
that set it off — like ’86, ’87 —

' and from there, it was just dead
on.
So most of your influences

» Stay close to HSU, the

came from rappers on the

Plaza and on the bus line

East Coast?

O: Totally. Big Daddy Kane,
Tribe Called Quest,
(Soul) and all that.

How

De

La

did you guys get to

where you’re at now?
N: We’ve been doin: it for
awhile. We were on another in-

455 Union Street

seheb RM rh
ii

oe

822

later and in a different time.

So you guys are brothers, right?
Oak: Yes
And you have a family
history in music?
Nick
Fury:
Our
grandpa has been involved with music for
awhile. He used to sing
with Frank Sinatra
and Mae West and all
that. Then it skipped a
generation or two, and
we took the tongs. So ... yeah

Coloug Tun

1909

Ae R
ate
OS AMA

se as oe
enligy

twa?

re-

ally
doin’ it is
Jay-Z.
I
think that’s
the only guy
really
reprey
senting hip-hop. A
lot of the other
stuff is just crap. I
would love to show the

k

Fury
and
Oak of Lexicon started the
night off with
a brief but energetic set with
Humboldt

EVENTS

re-

They haven’t seen the real shit.

What

do you guys

coming up in the future?

N: We got the album comin’
Oct. 9...
O: We got the tour.
N: You can stay totally up to
date
on
our
Web
site
(www.lexiconmusic.com)
— that always has all the info.

Latyrx
After an astounding perforout a couple singles with them.
Now we’re about to release a

full length.
O: The single is in stores
right now. It’s called “It’s the L.”
How do you guys compare

mance with his band. mates —
Lyrics Born, Joyo Velarde and
DJ D-Sharp — Lateef The

see Hip-hop, next page

your style of hip-hop
with
more

some
of the
mainstream

music that’s out
there right now?
What
are your
thoughts
on
people who cat-

egorize
hiphop as being
something
that
is
negative?
O: There’s a
bunch of crap
on the underground, and

there’s

a

bunch of crap
on the mainstream. We’re
just trying’ to
come up with

dependen, labe' and put out an

scmething dif-

Lateef shows the crowd how

EP with them in ’99. And then
hooked up with (DJ) Cheapshot

ferent. If it appeals to under-

it’s done (above) after Nick Fury
(right) performed with his band,

and Spyterk Records)
ji... » and
(Revorsis)andang p put
\co}e-

have

, ground

heads,
_=-—*

Lexicon.
’
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Hip-hop; Slick lyricists
and skilled DJs graced the stage -

e 35

EK eing is believing!

Truth Speaker took a few minutes from his time chatting
with the attentive group of fans
surrounding him to drop some

knowledge about his group.

Can you give a brief his‘tory on how you guys came
together and formed Latyrx?
Lateef: It would be kind of
long, but I’ll give you a quick
summary. All right, it started
off (when) we were all up in
U.C. Davis together. Myself,
Lyrics Born, DJ Shadow, Chief

Exel and the Gift of Gab all

hooked up in this radio station |
called KDVS.
We all just kind of magne_tized there because we had a:
common lust of music, and
Davis doesn’t really have a cul-

tural thing goin’ on. At least
that’s how we felt.
So we just kind of gravitated

-

there, and we all hooked up and
started making music, started
putting out records.

We just

kept on going and kept on putting it out.
And now you guys have re-

at

.

ceived some acclaim in the

;

|

right?

L: Yeah, we’ve done a bunch

of tours out there. We've been
doin’ all kinds of stuff in the
UK. When we first started we

|
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“You can’t do it.” Ain’t nothin’
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A: SKATEBOARDER

PARK.
WARMS UP FOR A HEAT IN THE SMALL Bow. AT THE AncaTa SKATE

Skaters compete at the park

Area skateboarders and DJs put on a show for onlookers:

Youths and adults alike gathered at
the

Arcata

Skatepark

on

Sept.

8, to

watch and participate in a skateboard
competition put on by the Rotary Club.
Area skateboarders competed in oneminute heats while DJs Jet-Eye and Infinite played smooth hip-hop beats and

classic 70s funk.

|

Skateboarders competed in four different age groups: 12 and under, 13-16, 1723 and 24 and over.
The event was a fund-raiser for the

planned McKinleyville Skatepark.
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Women’s cross-country runner Becky Mello runs along the path at
d third.
finishe
team
after the race. She finished 13th overall on Saturday — the

>

eee
meet (left).

"

Breck and

Walker lead the pack

(bottom). The three

ended up taking the
pots.
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| Track club sweeps meet
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Teams satisfied with season opener
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The HSU men’s and women’s cross country _ stitute also had athletes who competed, but

to register
teams jumped out of the box this weekend, when _ neither school had enough athletes
the

men

placed

first and

the

women third at the season-opening Humboldt Invitational. .
The meet, at Patrick’s Point in
Trinidad, was the first for interim
coach Chris Parmer. Parmer took
over the reigns of the team when
Coach David Wells took a leave of
absence for health reasons.
“There were no expectations, no
pressure coming in,” Parmer said.

“We just wanted to see where we
are. This

meet

served

that

pur-

pose.”
By points, the men came in first
with 24. Western Oregon, which scored 38, and

CSU Hayward, which scored 74, followed them.

Holy Names College and Oregon Technical In-

a team score.

The top three finishers at the
race represented the Humboldt.
Track Club at the meet.

Tim Miller placed first, Jason
Walker took second place and
Fergus Black placed third. No collegiate competitor finished with a
time better than 26 minutes.
Black finished the 8-kilometer
run at 26 minutes exactly, and
Miller came in at 25:54. Walker finished between the two — crossing

the line at 25:54.
Louie White led the HSU men’s

team and the collegiate field. He came in at

see Meet, page 40
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Humboldt

Bac!

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted » Painless Payment Plans

NURSING

& PEACE OFFICER
Oy tat ata cated
ull.

Interested in a rewarding career with the

California Department
of Corrections
Do you meet these minimum requirements?

“MMT

oblate

os

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION WORKSHOP
Saturday, September 15‘ * 10am to 2pm
Humboldt State University, West Gym « Arcata
Physical abilities test demonstration on-site!

Questions?

Call

1-866-CDC
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from a Western Washington
detender (above). The ‘Jacks lost
the Sept. 4 meeting 1-0.

Kelly Hyde jumps into the ball to
block a WWU player from taking’
possession (right). The loss to
Western Washington began the
team’s conference play for the

season.

The loss was followed by a win
against Seattie University, on
Saturday. The win was the only
one for the Jacks this season.
They are 1-6 (1-2) overall this

season.
The team will play Seattle
Pacific University on Saturday at 3 p.m. at the Lower Playing
Field.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2001

The Scudent Health Center isn’t always open’

Good thing we are.
Care and Emer-

ankle or a bad case of the

gency Services at Mad

flu. Our ER is open 24

E™=

River Community Hospital are open whenever you
need them. Our Express

Care—open weekdays
from 5-9 p.m. and weekends from 1-9 p.m.—provides urgent care services
for non-emergency situations such as a sprained

|
puoro
sy Kevin Baur
Students walk by the chalked-up sidewalk at the bottom of Founder's Hitt.
Messages about student awareness of Title IX appeared around the campus

hours
a day, seven daysa
week to take care of your
serious health needs. We
are located
two exits north
of HSU off Hwy 101 and
accept all major insurance
plans. Sowhen
the Scudent
Health Center is dosed, you
know where to go.

shortly after the semester began.

he River
Community

ports clips|
_

School places ARC

“Last year we had to bring in

findings on reserve

people from San Francisco,”

Officials from HSU have
placed a copy of the Athletics

Carrigan said.
He said paying for travel and

Review Committee’s report
on reserve at the Library.
The committee submitted

the report to Charlotte Stokes,
vice president of academic

affairs, on May 7.
According

to

an

HSU

expenses to bring in outside
help is draining the team’ 's budget.

requests sick leave

dents and the Academic Senate.
Students are encouraged to

read the report and give feedback to the vice president or
one of the other bodies.
Interested parties can reach
Stokes by e-mail at stokes@
axe.humboldt.edu.

Lacrosse team
looks for bodies
The women’s lacrosse team

is looking for people on the
North Coast who are certified
to either coach or officiate
matches.
Ryan Carrigan, the recre-

ation sports office assistant in
charge of club sports, said the
team paid people from outside
the area in years past.

improved since her diagnosis,
but that her health began to
reverse at the beginning of
August.

contact Carrigan at 826-4534 for

Stu-

sent to the Associated

Martin said her health =i

She said she would continue

‘Jacks B-ball coach
Women’s basketball coach
Pam Martin submitted a formal request for sick leave Aug.
28.
According to a letter from
Martin, she asked Athletics
Director Mike Swan for the

leave on the advice of her personal physician.
In May, doctors diagnosed
Martin with Graves’ Disease,
she wrote. She has been under
the doctor’s care since then.
Graves’ disease represents a
basic defect in the immune sys-

tem, causing production of im-

munoglobulins (antibodies)
that stimulate and attack the

thyroid gland, causing growth
of the gland and overproduction of thyroid hormone, according to the National Graves’

3800 Janes Road, Arcata | www.madriverhospital.com

(www.ngdf.org).

to teach her archery class, and
that as her strength and
stamina returned, she would
do more.

bulkmail, copies were also

(707) 822-3621

Disease Foundation Web site

Interested parties should
‘more information.

Hospital

Jacks thrill crowd
in season opener
With about 2-1/2 minutes to
go in the season-opening football game in Redwood Bowl,
the Jacks found themselves
down by 13 points.

Knowing that the team did

| TNRvy

not want to begin this season

the same way itplayedduring}
most of the last one, it began
an unbelievable and memorable drive.
The ’Jacks came back to
score two touchdowns in the
closing moments of the game
and pull out the 35-34 victory.
against Montana Tech.

Though rusty in‘the beginning, quaterback Jacob Kadle
led the comeback with an impressive second half.
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Clubs give HSU variety

i

the list of NCAA

Instruments, Electronics,

Strings, Accessories
Books, Videos
Welcome back!
Please visit us

member

teams at HSU might find those
sports at the recreation sports
office.
However, if interested athletes don’t sign up by Sept. 24,
the last day to add classes, they
may not participate with the
teams.
Also known as club sports,
these teams travel to and com' pete with top schools, even
though they are separate from

sports such as football, soccer
and-softball.
Ryan Carrigan, recreation

ship to their respective associations, but that is on a team-byteam basis.
Money
from
the
Instructionally Related Activities fees students pay when
they register helps the teams
pay for travel, expenses and insurance.
Brown also said few club
ter, which means playing time
for most athletes. There are ex-:

ceptions, though.
“The baseball team could

have fielded three teams last
year,” he said.

To become team members,
students

must enroll in the

class for their respective sports,
sign the team’s roster and fill
out forms for insurance.

case of last year’s women’s
rugby team, Florida for the

contact Carrigan at the recre-

Redwood Bowl, he said, “Now
we can keep most of the clubs

on campus.”
Clay

Brown,

recreation

sports director, said approximately 235 students partici‘pated in these sports last year.
He said Ultimate Frisbee,
rugby and baseball are some of

the most popular sports.
- Some of the teams require
dues to help pay for member-

e

teams cut players from the ros-

sports assistant in charge of
clubs, said the teams travel to
San Diego, Oregon, and in the

Sweet 16.
Thanks to the new turf in the

;
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To sign up for membership in
a club team, students should
ation sports office in Forbes 151

or call 826-4534.
The office will

provide

coaches’ numbers, practice
times and other information.
There are three exceptions,

though, said Clubs Coordinator
Lisa Scheeler.
Students interested in indoor
soccer, table tennis and archery
aren’t required to sign up for a
class and should go to the clubs
office in the University Center
or call 826-3776 to join.

Meet: HSU men take top spots
© ConTinUED FROM PAGE 37

team

26:06. The team picked up the
top two places in the collegiate
field.
“It was exactly how I wanted
the race to be,” White said.

placed first, finishing with 25
points. Western Oregon fin-

smart.”

TREK us
LIFE CYCLE:.

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

- 822-7755
R
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Sonoma

State

ished with 43 points and the

*Jacks scored 63.
But Parmer said the thirdplace finish had its benefits.
“The women paced themselves well and showed a good
understanding of what tactics
were best for them,” he said.

The team finished with five
of the top 10 collegiate places.
It also finished with three of
the top five positions. Of the
first six finishers overall, only
Oregon Tech’s Perry Custance
did not represent HSU.
White said he made sure to
keep pace with Custance the entire race, and then he pushed
himself and took the lead from
the Tech runner in the end. He
said the team learned a lot from
the first week, and should con-

weeks.”
Hunt finished eighth among.
the collegiate runners, and
ninth overall. She finished the
5-kilometer run at 19:10, equaling the feat of Sonoma State’s

tinue

Katie Moon, who took the place |

to improve

over

the

course of the season.
“We're going to be rasing the
intensity level from now on,”
White said.

The women’s team did not
fare quite as well, finishing last
of the three teams that scored

“Tammy

eee

“The whole team ran really

points.
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Students who don’t find their
favorite sports teams among
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Hunt ran great, and

there was a nice pack behind
her. We need to get them up
closer to her. And we should be

able to do that in a couple of

before her.
Laurel Weil and Becky Mello
finished the race soon after
Hunt. Including Katherine
Stephenson, four ’Jacks finished the race in less than 20
minutes.

_
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
RESULTS

RESULTS

‘O/ty. Montana Tech.
Win, 35-34

Loss, 1-2

9/8 @ Saint Mary’s .
Loss, 10-49

9/1 v. CS Bakersfield
Loss, 1-2

Louie White, who placed first among collegiate
players at last weekend’s Humboldt Invitational,
was named Athlete of the Week by the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference. White finished
fourth overall in the Saturday race, at Patrick’s
Point in Trinidad.

org * The oe

FOOTBALL

8/30 v. UC Davis

9/4 v. West. Washington
Loss, 0-1

OAR easy URS
RESULTS

19/7. @ Seattle University
Win, 2-0

8/31 v.

Holy Names
Win, 3-0

9/9 @ West. Oregon

Humboldt Invitational

‘

s

a
SeRRIRIRA RAGE
cnen ne

Men
1. Tim Miller, HTC...... 25:47
2. Jason Walker, HTC...... 25:54

3. Fergus Black, HTC....... 26:00

Win, 3-1

2. Western Oregon ...... 38
3. CSU Hayward ...... 74
Women
1. Kathy Lenno, Sonoma ...... 17:30
2. Jenny Hunt, Sonoma ...... 18:27

3. Jill Salmon, WOU ...... 18:28
4. Delores Beigmann, n/a ......
18:39

Loss, O-3

MEN’S SOCCER
RESULTS

“19/1 v. Florida Tech.
Loss, 1-3
Loss, 1-2

9/2 v. UC Davis
Loss, O-1

9/8 v. Seattle Pacific
Loss, 1-3

9/8 @ Warner Pacific
For up-to-date

To contact The
Lumberjack
Sports, e-mail

results, check

thejack@

Win, 2-1

...... 18:43

Sonoma State ...... 25
Western Oregon ...... 43
ISU eek: 63
Mills College ie 120

9/6 v. West. Washington
Loss, O-3

9/9 @ Evergreen State
1.
2.
a
4.

©

8/31 v. CSU Bakersfield

24

5. Ellie Enos, WOU

|
8/31 v. CSU Stanislaus

4. Louie White, HSU ...... 26:06
s. Perry Custance, OIT ...... 26:18
*. FIG.

8/31 v. Florida Tech.

Loss, 1-2

scans

l-

d
S
l.
d
d
p
e
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SCOREBOARD

Win, 5-1

outthe HSU
Athletics Web
site at
ee

humboldt.edu or
call The
Lumberjack at
‘826-3271.
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will be used and how far a suspect or crowd must go before police actually
:
use such weapons.
If acrowd is adamantly protesting something, and two people in the crowd
start throwing rocks or bottles, those two might deserve a PepperBall in the
face. Then again, maybe a dye ball to the clothing would deter them — ever
been hit by a paint ball going 300 feet per second?
UPD often backs up APD on calls, and APD is looking into some of these
'
“toys” as well.

We've all heard the allegations from Headwaters protesters about having
their eyes swabbed with mace. We've seen tear gas being lobbed into crowds
of protesters in Seattle during the World Trade Organization talks.

Tear gas scatters crowds and causes panic and confusion. It can create an

even more dangerous situation.
UPD officers say just holding such a weapon can often deter rowdy instigators. It sounds pretty good — if the weapons are used rarely.
With all the “bad cops” in the world, we just need assurance that we all
don’t become moving targets for exercising our right to assemble. And there
is enough recent documentation to show we have a reason to be worried.
Aman was arrested last week on charges of possession of almost 1 pound
of marijuana and hashish. He allegedly ran from police and left his child

behind but was later detained.

He

The Lumberjack did not intend to imply in its Aug. 29 story or editorial
that Ken Combs, director of physical services, had anything to do with the
John Sterns scandal. It only was trying to make sense of it all.
Combs was not involved with the business operations of Sterns, and The
Lumberjack editors hope no one drew such a conclusion.
Combs has put into effect many positive things for HSU, including a new
Master Plan and the infrastructure project, both of which are sorely needed
to keep this campus in the 21st century. He has also been understanding and
cooperative when it comes to the student media and especially with The Lum-

berjack and its reporters.

We regret any false connections at Combs’ expense that may have been
drawn by readers.

+ Questions regarding the editorial content of The — than 500 words, and guest columns no more than 700
Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.
* The Lumberjack editorials are written based on the
majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.
* Guest columns, cartoons and opinion articles reflect

ilyof The
the opinionof the writers, not necessarthose

words.
+ Letters can be mailed, delivered, or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,
Arcata, CA 95521; E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday for next

issue consideration.
Lumberjack or its staff.
and guest columns must include the writer’s
Letters
* The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest colphone number, major and year in school
city,
name,
—_
umns or guest cartoons. Letters should be no more
if a student.
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warrant, but
the Washington Post you
posed to be.
Journalism
students

right to be [38
treated withre- | =
spect and dignity. He certainly
does

fF

.

NOT deserve to
be receive this kind of smack in the face
from ANY newspaper, let alone from the
one on this campus.
All you had to do was place the Sterns
‘article on another page. That’s all it
would have taken to show some basic

respect and lose not a shred of profes-

But it would have given more credence
to the genuinely positive article on Dr.

9

posed to be
fair and objective. Yes, and
hard hitting
when the cir-

are not sup-

We just hope it is a competent officer who carries one of these weapons

:

ing, shame on you. Journalism is sup-

has [ ge

sional credibility. This would not have

near us.

“clever”, I would be ashamed of her.
Journalism faculty, if this is the kind
of journalism your students are learn-

_ the

If UPD had such weapons on board during this incident, would they be
used?

Any truthful officer would tell you the answer is uncertain — it depends.

Oe

tion.
earned’

Austin. If one of my daughters was this

diminished the carefully contrived, dramatic impact of your article on Sterns.

McCrone.
How ironic that in the article Dr.
McCrone was quoted as saying: “In my
opening speech years ago, I remember
saying I want our reputation to be de-

served, not contrived. And I think we

should learn
how .to be pro-

fessionals
with good judgement, taste, and man-

ners. None of those qualities make a
journalist a lesser professional, but certainly make him/her a better person.
I am offended beyond words. And I
imagine I’m not the only person who is.
I hope everyone who takes issue with
your poor judgement and even poorer
taste takes the time to write to you. I
couldn’t look at myself in a mirror if I
didn’t.
I would like this letter to run in next
week’s Letters to the Editor section. If

you profess to be unbiased and objective, I’ll see it there.
Jody Nicole-Garout
support staff member, HSU

Kindness surfaces in tragedy
The death of the Bay Area bicyclist in
Redwood Park last week was such a

proceeded to stay with him all day as
he dealt with the death of his father.

distressing event. Our sincerest sympa-

I was amazed and deeply touched that

thies go out to the man’s son and
family for their tragic loss.
Yet I want the community to know

someone would spend six or more hours
at a hospital in order to be with a complete stranger who was in crisis, and I

that in this time of tragedy occurred a
poignant act of human kindness. When

want to publicly recognize and thank
this very special lady for the incredible

the accident happened, the man’s son

kindness she showed someone who was

phoned 911 from a nearby house; the

suffering so much.

man was then transported to Mad River
Community Hospital for the official
physician’s pronouncement of death.
Lisa Robinson, the woman who lent

What a truly compassionate human
being.

the son her phone to call the ambulance,
accompanied him to the hospital and

Sandi Watson, MSW
Social Services Coordinator,
Mad River Community Hospital

ail

sues, so The Lumberjack editorial board wonders how often these weapons

Shame on you, Knight, Whitten and

ai

carry) less often. That’s good if they don’t start using the nonlethal weapons more often.
And people on the North Coast have a tradition of protesting volatile is-

think it is unconscionable that you
chose to place the article about Dr.
McCrone’s retirement just above the one
on John Sterns.
This
takes
tackiness to a
new level.
Dr. McCrone
has spent 27
years ‘dedicat- .
ing himself to F
this
institu-

a reader.

ee
ee
wt «ati,

Police say they will have to draw their sidearms (which they will still

of the press, and acknowledge that The
Lumberjack has every right under that
principle to choose which articles to
run, and to place articles as it chooses.
That said, I must tell you that I am
appalled at The Lumberjack’s choice of
article placement in this week’s issue. I

have earned our reputation.” By choosing to place the articles together, The
Lumberjack earns the reputation it deserves. It has certainly lost my respect
as a campus employee, a tax payer and

ape
ON

UPD begins carrying PepperBall launchers and tasers this month. Police
say such “nenlethal” weapons will be effective for controlling unresponsive
suspects and for regaining control over violent crowds.
They say the PepperBall launchers will allow them to subdue instigators
in crowds without harming everyone, and they can mark such people with
dye balls. The tasers seem to have no effect on the health of those who are
shot because they merely override the brain's signalto the muscles.

Iunderstand the principle of freedom

eR

be helpfulif used wisely |

McCrone layout is unsatisfactory

.

PepperBall Launchers will

©
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Iam writing in regards to several incorrect statements made in last week’s
issue of the Lumberjack. In Leann
Whitten’s article titled “University re-
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Vena

Letters

report is concerned, those knowledgeable of the program were fully aware of
what those extra hours meant.
.
As for this method of time report-

tgemarlmanne):

Project “schedule” prediction is bogus
when it comes to major gas lines.”

Next time you interview Richard

Landon Phillips

Culp, try to get him to speculate that

geography senior

workers ...were toldto pad hours.”
As an employee of University Ad-

ing being labeled false, I cannot agree.
There were no sneaky dealings here,
just efficient methods of computing a
student’s payroll. But, I make it clear
that this is in no way defending any diabolical schemes committed by John
Sterns. The man has ruined the reputation of a government program and all
those employees attached to it. The
statement made by Don Christensen,
that we, as student employees, were told
to pad hours is just ridiculous, and in

vancement, I can tell you that these two

my opinion, a feeble attempt to deflect

statements are anything but true. Student employees were offered an incen-

attention from his own inadequate attempt at performing a specific job
responsibility...supervising
John
Sterns. To think that Christensen, as
well as our retiring president, had no
indication that any wrongdoing was
taking place is simply ignorant and
blind. We. were never told to pad our

NE think it’s all
sick and sad and

covering from ‘charade’,” there are two
items raised that I am concerned with.

The first, taken from the audit report
investigating the misdeeds of John
Sterns, former director of University
Advancement, states that Sterns implemented “false and misleading time reporting.” The article immediately follows
with
Vice.
President
Don
Christensen’s statement the “student

tive program based solely on merit and
hard work at the job site. The more

were given bonusés in the form of a set
amount of money.

For the sake of efficient paperwork,
these bonuses were added to our paychecks in the form of additional hours
that were worked. While this may be
somewhat misleading as far as an audit

Construction

q ubLic
© pinion

depressing.”
-Bryan. Jungers
environmental

resources

hours; we were offered an incentive program, and we took it with no knowledge
of the ill actions Sterns was allegedly
performing. Sterns is to blame here, not
the employees that have put their hearts
into. making money for this campus.
Thank you for your time.

“T can only pray for the
families of the vic-

tims... and that itll
never happen again.”

Dustin J. Micheletti
psychology senior

_

ruins peace and quiet

The question of why enrollment at
HSU is down was posed. recently in a
class. Apparently not so many students
are interested in coming to H SU this
year. A student suggested the low.
enrollment was due to the disruptive
THE
MAYBE
construction.

BE
-WOULD
ADMINISTRATION
INTERESTED TO KNOW HOW I AS A
THE
EXPERIENCE
STUDENT
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

That
Beep.
Beep
Beep
Beep
is all
sound
g
irritatin
extraordinarily
spent
has
too familiar to any one who

time at HSU recently.
Each time I enter the campus I feel as
if I am entering a war zone. Fences

Classes are disrupted.and students are
late. Ihave to practically flee campus for
any peace and quiet. Many students

it made it comfortably wrong for us.
Comfortable for him. Administrators
counseling supporters who haven't lost
faith? That is truly "preaching to the
choir.”
Please turn around, Mr. President.

attend Humboldt thanks to the beauty
of the trees. The bird’s song comforts
us and we can’t hear it anymore because
of loud construction.
Maybe the projects can be worked on
during weekends, or at least not all at
once before the entire campus goes
completely insane.
Furthermore, I feel that the concrete

the whole country.”
-Keith

Hamilton

-

art junior

steps that were installed from the street

“Tragedy...there’s.

to Library Circle are totally superfluous
due to street access only 20 feet away. I
wish the administration would stop
wasting tuition money and paving what

nothing

We in the congregation who have °

good

to

say

about this-what’ Ss 90tag on.
-Khalid

Kerry McKee
women’s studies junior

Hussain

communications

“This is a part of what
Jesus was talking about
in Matthew.
Christ
said, ‘This is the be-

constantly supported this University for
years, we are the individuals who need
some major convincing to continue our

gifining of sorrows this

support. Who are we, start with a list of
your regular KHSU faithful.
Lyn Johnson Eureka Resident

Johnson

“First:
Disbelief,
second:
fear,
and
third: i’m afraid for

Plea to McCrone for faith in supporters
Please! Dr. McCrone once again has

« Chryste

psychology junior

make mazes out of what was once easy | little is left of the forest floor.

enterance to Gist Hall. As I escape the
florescent lighting, I am unable to
concentrate on work outdoors despite
sunshine, due to bulldozers, bulldozers’
back-up horns, jackhammers, etc.

completed ahead of schedule!

“I guess we are out of the woods

there is no way the project will be

we made. For every specified dollar
amount: we reached in donations, and
for every number of donors we were
able to get a commitment from, the student employed (and we are not, as is
stated in your editorial, student interns)

-_—

Was Gaauiaanas

Student fundraising is not padded

money we brought in, the more money

tt

* Saalaiapeaangs

more)
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Loe Tim
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tech. senior

junior
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to

devote
this space
to an interesting
science

topic currently hot in the news.
But I wanted to avoid, at all
costs, jumping on the “summer
of the shark” media bandwagon. The experts agree there
isn’t any statistically unusual
shark activity to get worked up
about, and I think the sharks
deserve to get a few humans

wouldn't include just annoying
habits such as ‘snoring or
simple cleanliness issues. I am

talking about roommates that
clearly go above and beyond the
call of duty to make other
peoples’ lives hell.
For example,

if you were

awakened in your bed at 5 a.m.
by your roommate’s live-in boyfriend urinating on your furni-

ture while he sleepwalks, it
would qualify as a bad-roommate situation under
the parameters of my

were many times when I felt
awkward asking certain questions. I felt like I was prying,
and maybe it wasn’t any of my

on my desk while I slept.
I hope that some of this in-

who intends to move in ‘with
you a week after you move in?”

formation will benefit someone. I have officially ended my

might eliminate the ambiguity

bad-roommate research, but a
recent bad roommate situation
has reminded me that open,
tactful dialogue between roommates is a healthy remedy for

as to why you unexpectedly receive mail for a fourth roommate in a three bedroom house.
It might also avoid the hassle of

' coming home and finding the “live-in” boy-

key. There were other

every now and then.
So instead, I decided I would

announce the preliminary re-

retest my theories. Dur-

for the Iast few years. As the
guinea pig, I subjected myself
to nearly 10 years of various
roommate-living
arrangements to find out how many dif-

ferent ways there were to end
up having bad roommates.
I want to emphasize that
these are just the preliminary
results of my experiment, and
I have a lot of numbers I still

have to crunch. But right now
all of my data points to the possibility there may be an infinite
number of ways to end up with
a bad roommate.
Let me just clarify what I

Please

stress
this point nearly enough,

But simply asking the question, “Do you have a boyfriend

nomadic lifestyle has
afforded me many opportunities to test and’
ing the first phase of

ter and build tension. I can’t

business.

friend

my research, or what I refer to
as my “aimless wandering”

out better than those left to fes-

because
I-did
have
a
roommate’s boyfriend urinate

study.
Although I am not officially a scientist, my

sults of some scientific research I have been conducting

tached to
hitchhikers? Sure,
they’re

nearly all potential problems.
Calm, open-mindedness

with a dashing sense of humor.

the more likely I was to end up

“ager renga
| Feelings.

in a far worse one. The out-of-

the-frying-pan-into-the-fire

share with you now.
What became clear early on

phase of my research really

challenged me. But because I
is that there was a striking corwanted to really make sure I
relation between the amount of
was conducting the experiment
energy I put into making sure
correctly
so I repeated that misa roommate would be compattake a lot.
ible before they moved in and
they moved in. Leaving things

The other noticeable ‘phenomena that was illuminated

to chance or being shy about

during my long, exhaustive re- |

asking questions nearly always
guaranteed there would be surprises, usually bad ones. There

search was that roommate con-

the actual compatibility after

actually have or not because of
that whole “it’s illegal to pick

up hitchhikers” thing. I also
don’t want to be chided end-

lessly by anyone close to me. I
can picture my boyfriend giv-

friend calling me by my full

news
as
mass mur-

name, followed by a
mother-like lecture.
It sucks that I should
be expected to fell un-

What computer Science majors fear most (i

flicts that were dealt with early.
always had a way of working

There used to be a time (4
years ago as a frosh) that I was
comfortably grrlish as I walked
briskly around the track at 10
p.m. to purge the stress of dorm

life and classes. Headphones on
and eyes sharp, I’d do my 2

It was about midway

has been a request by the UPD
to put emergency phones in the
women’s locker rooms because
of a number of reports that
random men and other transients have been known to
roam around where they
shouldn’t be. Apparently they
couldn’t tell the difference between the outline of a man
wearing pants and skirt-wearing woman.
(Sidenote: There have been
no reports of woman snooping
around in the men’s locker

through

sophomore

year that someone gave

mea

shocked look, pro-

all my life. I have em-

times, my bleeding heart says,

pathy

so

“Eh, they don’t look too scary.

needy that their own

such a horrible, dan-

They don’t look smelly. They
wouldn’t have a gun in that

two feet or a bus ride just isn’t

friends did when I needed to.

offer. But I don’t.
I decline to state whether I

ride shotgun.
Alas, it’s not safe.

—

supposed to feel afraid. There

night?! By yourself?!?”

my passenger door with a ride

gent.

telecommunications.)
I can’t believe that anyone
shouldn’t be able to feel comfortable changing their clothes

alone and at peace in the dark.

ride. I’ve needed rides

feasible. I want to be the eternal taxi, helping those with
transportation issues just as

informed me that walking
alone that late in Arcata (“even
in Arcata, you never know
what kind of whackos are out
there”) was indeed unintelli-

phone in either locker room is
pending on a decision between
the athletic department and

in a room designated for their

claiming, “You walk
around the track at

those

boyfriend (there he goes again)

sex. This is not a female versus
male (or vice-versa) issue. It’s
the idea of trusting people ver-

safe simply picking up
another Joe needing a

for

locker room

This isn’t the only time I’m

miles as often as I could, often

Call me naive, but I
never thought this was

backpack...” and I ponder the
idea of turning around to open

usu-

form a circle

Breryt

surprises gleaned from
my research, too.
The other interesting
phenomena
‘I
stumbled across was that the
more hastily I tried to get out

discovered the first of the several effects which I want to

all over the

thumbs shamelessly making
themselves known to all cars
merging onto 101. So many

face a little closer to home.

through a window because he doesn’t have a

of a bad roommate situation,

sprinkled

they really that bad? So many
times I’ve passed lone, anxious

nous, man-eating problem, but ©
I feel there are some disasters .
lurking just beneath the sur-

crawling

years, I moved around a lot and

ing me the “you're so stupid”
silent treatment and my best

derers or carjackers. But are

ally covers everything else.
Maybe readers would prefer
that I hold back talking about
my roommate drama. Perhaps
I should have launched into a
shark tirade. The East Coast is
wrestling with a large cartilagi-

Nathan Rushton is the Science
editor. He does not urinate on
furniture. He is also not a maneating shark, but a friendly guy

ste p into the correctly designated
What’s
with this
stigma at-

Ssecees

I

gerous thing.
When I used to walk home
from a late 2a.m. shift at KRFH,
I felt completely content cross-

ing the pedestrian bridge over
the silent ghost town of Arcata.
That is, until my roommate and

room. Because of financial issues, the decision to install a

sus society’s chant of horror
stories about trusting people
getting hurt.

Sure, it’s smart to do things
like carry mace and take self
defense/kick-your-ass classes

... but why should I need to? In
my perfect
lovely and
hoping that
ity isn’t all

world, everyone is
innocent. I’ll keep
my faith in humanin vain.

Katie Kovacich is the Opinion editor.
She likes long walks on the beach, mashed

potatoes. and people who brush their hair
to make it look like they just woke up.
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Best jukebox in town was burned with Marino’s death
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eae
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SEPTEMBER

as I know, Marino’s was the

dead during the weekdays.
Sure, I had been there before,
but I had never made it back to
the - the pool tables because of the
mass of people present on most
Se) kindof girl
weekend nights.
a who needs
Call me
old-fashioned, but

en

only place that had a CD of
Irish drinking songs AND

Johnny Cash’s Live at Fulsom
Prison. And I could be mis-

Tm

ga

bar.

When I’m
in San Diego, I have

taken, but I think they also had
The Pogues. Oddly enough, in
trying to mentally catalogue

When we walked in it was
still daylight outside. There

their selection, these are the
only ones that stick out.

was no one at the bar but the
bartender, and she was watch-

ing ESPN on one of the TVs. I

looked around, surprised at the

(Maybe it’s because that’s all I
played-those and songs from

hole in the law, you can still

emptiness, but quickly bellied
up to the bar. After her
cursory look at our IDs I

The Car’s Greatest Hits).
Where was I going

with this?

area just big enough for a pool

ordered a Hairy Navel

my old standby, “The Zombie
Lounge.” Great jukebox, cheap
stiff drinks, and due to a loop-

smoke inside. There’s a back

table and a Ms. Pacman video
game. Every time I go back to

North Park, it’s a given that on
Monday nights I'll be there for
the $2 you-call-its.

When I began my drinking
career

finding a

in Arcata,

place as comfortable wasn’t
hard. I went to the place that I
heard the average college stu-

dent talk the most trash about.
Of course I’ve heard more than
my share of favorable reviews
of Marino’s.

I’m just saying

that for the most part, I heard
a lot of people say that Toby &
Jack’s the place to be.
Ican remember the moment

Oh yes, Marino’s
kicks
ass. Or
I

(not as wimpy as a Fuzzy

should say with a
sniffle- kicked ass.
It was the only bar

Navel, mind you) and we
proceeded to the pool
tables. Sometime during

in this town where I
always felt comfort-

the game I realized that
it was relatively silent.

able. Whether it was

Except for our conversa-

sitting in the hot tub eating
tion (which I was positive the
peanuts or playing pool very
two guys at the next table were
poorly, I always loved the time
eavesdropping on) there was
I spent there. That’s why I am
only the singular sound of playgoing to revisit some of the
ing pool.
nights I had there this semesAt that point I made friends
ter. I may not fully remember
with the jukebox.
And what good friends we . all of the moments, but that’s
why I loved the place. I always
were. Marino’s had the best
left there drunker than when |
And
in Arcata.
jukebox

far as I can recall, it was a

Wednesday night. My friend

parent, a good jukebox

is one of

lishment, but I’m not as familiar with their selection. As far

Hopefully I'll find another bar-

I’m sure that The

Alibi has got some kickin’

that
mentioned
friend
Marino’s had pool tables in

people that frequent that estab-

back and that it was usually

Jen McFerrin is the Graphics
Editor and misses Marino’s from

“ cockles of her broken heart.

G>T
are
rom) neannela
“8Tt’s complet

fucked thot

Sic‘

thousands of: people
are dying and we’re
about
“worrying

pepperballs.”

-Morgan Sowell
“peligious studies senior

— “The police would use

it in riots to keep. —
the peace instead of
Letting people speak |
about how they feel.
Ceci Coons: os

is stiff

tunes, what with the sort of

the key factors in my love for a

Kristina and I were hell bent on

learning how to play pool. A

for a bar

affection

drinks. I’m the kind of girl who
orders a whiskey and Coke and
prays that the bartender uses
the soda for color.

bar. Now,

April did. Aww, I'm just waxing
nostalgic for another bar to take
Marino’s place, and I doubt it’s
possible. I guess I'm just a creature of habit, and I need my old
standby.

arrived. Another factor in my

whether or not I’ve made it ap-

I fell in love with Marino’s. As

tender that treats me as well as

So where’s a girl to go now
that her bar has burned down?

GNOSSOS PAPADW POLIS

“It seems Like an appro-

priate thing to have in.
the arsenal. I have confidence that it would be
used only when necessary.”
-Josh Sinonay

ANOTHER, Stow DAy AT. THE

UNWERSITY PALCE OFFICE...

political theory senior

“I didn’t realize that

4

we had a use for riot

sf

weapons in Humboldt. It

seems pretty peaceful

~ here.”
-Jorie Emory
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shove
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-Kerry McKee
women’s studies jun
ior
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

COMPUTER DESK: solid alder. $195,
excellent condition (was $375 new). 5993599.

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Ja-

ae Ee,

_ A CALL TO ACTION: Friends of
Lorensen, nature lovers, and other con-

cerned citizens — Join the Save the

Public's Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as
we battle to save a nature preserve and
improve safety along the Highway 101
corridor. There is no cost. We need a
show of support as we prepare

to go to

court. Access the membership form at
humboldtexposed.com or call 441-0619

to receive
one by mail.

SEQUOIA MACINTOSH USERS
GROUP: Meetings 2nd Wednesday of
each month. Sept. 12 we feauture local
programmer John Holder and his
shareware
EZ
Note.
Where:
McKinleyville Middle School, 6:30 p.m.
http:/;www.northcoast.com/~smug

aewy.\a-

0755.

GYMNASTICS/CREATIVE MOVEMENT INSTRUCTOR: 4-12 hours/
week, $7.10/hour. Teach movement,
exercise and gymnastics to children 118 years of age. Must be 18 years old
and have experience working with children and/or experience in gymndastics.
Call Arcata Recreation at 822-7091 for
more information. EOE/Affirmative Action/Title IX.
FRONT COUNTER CLERK: immedi-

tain Supply, 5th & Commerical, Eureka.
Please no calls.

card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig
$600 OBO. E-mail cgb1 @humboldt.edu
or call 825-1730.
BUYING A HOME? Call Don Chin,
award-winning Realtor at 707-499-4446
or e-mail donchin @northcoast.com for
a free customized list of current local
properties for sale.
;

BARN SALE: Saturday, Sept. 15 9-4
and Sunday, Sept. 16 10-2. Off Central
Ave., McKinleyville. $10 rugs, tables, $50

electric dryer, shelves, everything cheap.

Contact
today!
call
Campustundraiser.com at 888-9233238 or visit campusfundraiser.com

WELCOME BACK HSU STUDENTS:
Royal Cookie Capers now does Frozen

Cookie Dough Fundraising for clubs,
schools and organizations. For into

Redwood Community

‘Action Agency, 904 G
St., Eureka. Deadline:
Sept. 14, 2001, 5 p.m.
EOE

>

to receive one by mail.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC STUDIES

WITH MARCO KATZ, nominated “trombonist of the year” by Latin NY Maga-

zine for his recording work with Charlie

habla espafiol. www.sydmusic.com/

marco

Ave You considering
ling
tg
‘BuyGsisel
@ a%

>

THRILLS

easy campusfundraiser.com three-hour

fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so

facilitation and working
with youth ages 10-24.
BA or equivalent street
outreach/youth

workers or social work
programs. Part-time,
$10/hour. Applications
(required) & job
description available at

improve safety along the Highway 101

Palmieri. His compositions have been

FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS: Earn
$1,000 — $2,000 this semester with the

crisis intervention, group

supervising youth

corridor. There is no cost. We need a
show of support as we prepare to go to

court. Access the membership form at
humboldtexposed.com or call 441-0619

Bureau. Experience in

experience + | year

Friends of

performed at Carnegie Hall and Lincoln
Center, and on Nickolodeon TV. Se

MACINTOSH: PowerMac 8100 with G3

(a Benefit tor Humboldt) ;
: meaner Services

Lorensen, nature lovers, and other concerned citizens — Join the Save the
Public's Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as
we battle to save a nature preserve and

Must have retail and register experi-

OPPORTUNITIES

internal hard drive, 56K modem, external zip drive, 15” color monitor included.

A CALL TO ACTION:

ence. Days/weekends. PT/FT. Outdoor
resume: Attn: Alan/Jen, Northern Moun-

books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

maica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early
and receive free meal plan. Now hiring campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com

‘ate opening at camping supply store.

product knowledge preferred. Drop off

or trade credit — your choice. Corner of
10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful .

ROMANCE FOR YOU! 1-900-226-3759
EXT. 8066. $2.99 min. Must be 18 years.

.q Homer

For GREAT Service, Call Don A! 499-4446

fi
fy

DON
CHIN, Reatior
1086 HSU-@RADUATE

ED » TRUSTWORTHY — ReallorDon@Home.com
ENCGEABLE
¢ KNOWLED
EXPERI

Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

please call 822-0492.

J

Arcata

Street,

Loaner

Bikes

Oe

upstairs storage unit through

Pen 3

Available

ceo Re keke

513

eon

Ue.

ee

ee

ee RIENDLY_ A

ERVICE

<=

Mention this ad and receive
1/2 off your first month’s rent
and pay no deposit for any

Ae

JEEP

ee eer

Follow signs.

EDWOOD
AUTOMOTIVE * ore - Exp.net 9-30-01salty hohe)
822-3770

§
a

GIRLS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
DAY! Talk one-on-one. Call now 1-900329-9030, ext. 3118. $3.99 min. Must be
18 years. Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

° Premium Wix Filter
* Kendall Motor Oil

anal

any offers adyertised.

new). 599-3599

receive your parking permit. We are located on the corner of 13th and Union
streets. If you have questions, call 822-

ghee

ter Business Bureau to verify the au-.
thenticity of the eompany. The Lumberjack is not responsible for the validity of

church office to fill out information and

rs)
ate

you may want to contact the local Bet-

FUTON: thick green‘ with solid alder
sofa/bed frame. Matching alder coffee
table. Beautiful set. $295 (was $1,300

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, including textbooks, daily from 10 - 6. Cash

STREET OUTREACH
WORKER
For RCAA Youth Service

iste

a credit card number over the phone,

so hurry to reserve yours. Come by the

WANTED

east

requesting money to be sent or giving

GUARANTEED PARKING SPACES:
Arcata Nazarene Church is offering
guaranteed parking spaces for just $35
per semester. Only 16 spaces available

APRA.

Before responding to advertisements

1968 VW JETTA - $1,150 OBO. 4-door,
sunroof, automatic. Approximately
130,000 miles. New CV boots and axi.
Drives well, handles well. Call 822-1985.

abe

CAVEAT EMPTOR

MAZDASHONDA
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mid/town storage
¢ Freight lifts

e Competitive rates e 50 different

sizes ¢ Electronic gate access e Individuai door
alarms e Only a few miles from HSU e Visa/
Matercard/Discover

839-1555 ¢ 1649 Sutter Road, McKinleyville
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three successive weekend
workshops on Maya hieroglyphic writing. It will be presented at HSU by professor Tom

Week

call the North Coast
Project at 268-2138.

Saturday—
p.m., free.

Jones at 822-1515.

I

Moonstone,

Friday

—

Saturday

aces Sat
pacStiany nase
a
ves. cpa

736F St.
To ride a bus to the event,
meet at the Fickle Hill gate entrance to the Arcata Community Forest at 5 p.m.

Event

|

T.@.1.F.,

mation.

and cost, call Kim O’Connell at

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m,
downstairs at the Y.E.S. House.

Sister City Club
Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Meets Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Natural Resources 101.

in the South Campus Lounge.

Oceanographic

Society of
“American Foresters
Meets Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in Natural Resources 101.

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
Natural Resources 118.

Conservation
Unlimited

Chess Club

.

Meets Thursdays at 5:30 p.m.
in Library 313.

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in Wildlife 230.

Puentes

Saturday — Nucleus, 8 p.m.,

Event

$3.

Friends of the Dunes Guided
Walk will be at the Lanphere
Dunes from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Tuesday — The Asylum
Street Spankers, 8 p.m., free.

Meet at Pacific Union School
parking lot, 3001 Janes Rd., in
Arcata. For more information

Jambalaya
Tuesday — Matt Hopper Duo,
5 to 7 p.m., free.

Six Rivers Brewery

McKinleyville

No events listed.

Thursday—President
Brown, 9 p.m., $12.

Meets Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

p.m., $25.

The Delta Nationals will play
at the Humboldt Brewery at 10

—

Students for Choice |
Meets Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m.
in Nelson Hall East 116.

8 p.m., $5.

;

M.E.Ch.A.

Refugee Extension
Program

Send event listings to
Robyn Eisenstark c/o The |
Lumberjack. Event listing |
forms are available outside the Lumberjack Ad-

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House.

Golden Years

vertising Office or at the

in the Y.E.S. House.

Clubs Office on the sec-

ond floor of the University

Center. Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. the Fri-

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
House 55 (MultiCultural Cen-

day before desired publi-

ter).

cation.

Publication cannot be

Saturday — Earth Force, 8

Event
a series of

Happy 22nd Birthday Robyn! - p.m.,$5.
No events listed.
as
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hier,

eee
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Union

Meets Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.
in Siemens Hall 109.

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in
House 55 (Multicultural beisad
ter).

Women’s Center

Friday — Humboldt County
Freestyle Kings, 8 p.m., $5.

Meets Fridays at 6 p.m. in

Founders Hall 177.

Black Student

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

Thursday — Estradasphere,

p.m. The band plays classic
American dance music, including ’50s rockabilly, jump/swing
blues, New Orleans rhythm and
blues and vintage rock’n’roll.

Fantasy Games

in Nelson Hall West 232.

Tonight — Burning Spear, 8

Concert

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
in the Y.E.S. House.

Business and
Economics Club

Sunday — No event listed.

Caté Tomo

:

Handin Hand

Forestry Club

perience, 8 p.m., free.

mee
ieee

Music

442-0278.

Theatre.

anes

Latin

Jazz pianist Randy Porter
Muddy Waters
will perform at Saturday
Thursday — Absynth, 8 p.m.,
Nights at the Morris Graves.
free.
Porter is an HSU alumnus now
living in Oregon. For show time .
Friday — The Pete Ciotti Ex-

gins at 5 p.m. at the Van Duzer

~

—

Concert

Introduction.” The lecture be-

re

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in Nelson Hall East 118.

442-0265.

Sunday — Club Triangle, 9
p.m.

There is a free lecture by William Wood, a professor at HSU,
called “Chemical Ecology: An

HSU is pepatig:

Alliance

Meets Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in Harry Griffith Hall 226. Call

3

call 444-1397.

1

Asian Student

ter).

2

Night, p.m.

weekdays, or call Service
Learning at 826-4964 for =e

Lee Blessing. For reservations

held in the Arcata Community
Forest to the headwaters of
Jolly Giant Creek.
To attend, meet at the parking lot behind Arcata City Hall,

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East 118.

Club

are invited to HSU Day. Sign up
on the U.C. Quad from 10 to 2

A forest ecology walk will be

international
Student Union

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in
House 55 (MultiCultural Cen-

Faculty, staff and students

Event

Meets Fridays
at 3 p.m. in Si-

Future Educators

Event

call 443-7688.

Latinos Unidos

Bisexual
and

8

Sunday — Dave Wilson,
p.m., free.

Club West

The Redwood Curtain presents the play “Two Rooms” by

The Lumberjack

Grounds

AIDS

Event

thejack.org

Clubs

Friday — DJ Dustbunny, 8
p.m., free.

mation contact Tom or Carolyn

“

Lumberjack wore

Music

Sacred

through Extended Education

Task Force and HIV care consortium meeting will be held at
12 p.m. For more information,

The

emens Hall 117.

and can be taken for one semester unit each. For more infor-

The Humboldt County AIDS

+ wor:thejackorg

Live

Jones at 7 p.m.
The workshops are offered

Meeting

‘
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JUST 5 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS AT 1150 16TH
OR

CALL

ST

822-6801

HSU Student Monthly Specials |
e One Month Pass $30
Three Month Pass $85
° No initiation Fee
Student Specials Expire 10/1/2001
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HSU Student ID Required
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